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CWSC, Ellensburg, WA

Central student dies
in r·esidential fire
A house fire last week claimed the life of a Central health education
major and left his two roommates homeless.
Jim Howard, 21, a junior died Nov. 24 from burns received in a fire
that destroyed a wood frame residf'nce_at 1806 North Walnut.
His roommates, Randy Smith,
21, of Tacoma, and Dave Knehr,
22, of Everett, were not at home at
the time of the fire and escaped
· injury. Both men -lost all their
possessions in the blaze, however.
A drive is currently being held in
their benefit. Organizers of the
effort ask that food, clothing and
anything they might be able to use
The SUB is sponsoring an open
be donated. Collection centers are
house for students and the comthe information window in the
munity on Thursday, Dec. 4 from 6
SUB, Goofy's Tavern and the
to 9 pm. A variety of activities
Cornerstone Tavern.
have been scheduled. All offices
A spokesman for Harborview
and organizations located in the
Hospital Burn Center in Seattle
SUB are participating in the open
said Howard received second and
house.
third degree burns over nearly 85
There will be slide films in the
per cent of his body.
SUB Pit along with music by
The fire, which is believed to
-Farmer's Ferry. Also in the main
have been caused by a solid fuel
lounge area is being sponsored a
space-heater, ignited early Sunday
Ware Fair. A variety of goods will
morning. It was not extinguished
be available which people can
until late afternoon due to several
purchase.
false ceilings and walls in the
Free pool and ping pong will be
structure. Fire department
available
in the game room in the
spokesmen also cited sawdust
SUB.
i?sulation as part of the problem in.
For the occasion, merchandise in
controlling the blaze.
the
bookstore can be purchased at
Two pumper engines and 25
specially
reduced prices. There
men were required to fight the
will
be
a
10
percent discount on all
e~rly morning fire. John Koch, a
items in the store.
volunteer fireman was treated for
Upstairs in the SUB Theatre,
second degree burns at Kittitas
the BOC is sponsoring The Sting
Valley Community Hospital after
starring Paul Newman and Robert
embers fell down the back of his
Redford. Shows start at 3, 7, and 9
coat.
pm. The cost of admission is $1.·
Howard is survived by his
Also upstairs, Professor James
mother, Mrs. Betty Howard of
Hawkins of the drama department
16013 14th Avenue N.E., Tacoma.
is putting on his new winter
puppet show in the large SUB
. Ballroom at 7: 30 pm. The show is
Winter quarter: entitled Three Slick and Sassy
Tales from Uncle Remus. Admisregistration will be sion is free and should provide
he.Id January 5 "excellent entertainment for the
and 6. family."
According to Don Wise, · associate dean, for Student Union and
Activities, the SUB has never
sponsored an open house as large
Closs
as the one they are sponsoring
schedu /es ore tonight. The SUB is supposed to
have "positive, warm and joyful
available now in
things happening" he stated. "It's
Mitch ell Ho II.
what we're all about." He hopes
that this feeling will be reflected in the activities scheduled for this
. evening.

SUB open
house on
Thursday
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Iranians to train here

Central aCquires contract
Central, Dr. Marion Irwin. Irwin,
then an employee of UNE.§99.
The Ministry of Education for contacted. CentraC advising them.
.i.ran has announced Central will to approach the Education Minisreceive two short-term training ter about the pending contracts.
contracts, totaling $101,689. ·
The contracts were finally won
The ·contracts call for the train- after Central had convinced the
ing of 17 Iranian educators_ at Iranians it could best meet the
Central during winter quarter. needs of the seventeen particiOne of the· contracts will be to pants. "We competed for this
provide training for eight school project on a world wide basis,
counselors, while the other will expecially with England and Ausfurther train nine Heads of Science tralia," said Lilliard, "we were on
and Math Departments from areas our own after Dr. Irwin made the
initial contact for us."
throughout Iran.
Lilliard said Central won the
Dr. Claire Lilliard, diirector of
the Office of International Studies, contract over other United States
said the contracts came after two ·schools, including California's
Stanford University.
years of negotiation.
Several other top level adminiLilliard explained the original
contact with the Ministry of Edu- strators at Central were also
cation came through an ~lumn._i of invoJyed ~_.!_he Iranian project. Di: ..
By Gayl Curtiss

"Take not upon theyseH to drink
a jug of beer. Thou speakest, and
an unintelligible utterance issueth
from thy mouth. H thou fallest
down and thy limbs break, there is
none to hold out a hand to thee .
Thy companions in drink stand up
and say: 'Away with this sot.' And
thou art like a little child."
--temperance tract--Egypt
3,000 years ago.
"Hey, let's go have a beer, I'm
tired of homework!"
Three hours and five pitchers
later, the Central student is still at
a local tavern: Maybe he has been
to more than one local tavern, and
maybe this night on the town is
just one of several he has during
the week. This type of activity
may not indicate behavioral
drinking problems, but it might be ·
the primary symptoms leading to a
drinking problem.
According to Linda Grant,
director of the Kittitas County

Drinking
problem.
•
vvarn1ng
•

signs

by Jackie Humphries

Dale Comstock, Dean of the Graduate School and Research and Dr.
Donald Schliesman, Dean of
Undergraduate Studies played
prominent roles in being awarded
the two contracts.
Along with Dr. Lilliard, Comstock and Schliesman visited Iran
.last year to talk with members of
the Ministry of Iranian Education.
•nr. Howard Scott of the Psychology Department will be the
Director of the grant dealing with
the school counselors.
The Iranian group will be made
up of 5 women and 12 men, most of
which, are in their 30's and 40's.
AU of the participants have experience in higher education, and
most hold at least a Master's
degree.
Dr. Lilliard explained the new
oil richness of Iran has allowed the
benevolent despot, the Shah, to
attempt to fulfill a life long.desire
to educate the Iranian people. The
illiteracy rate of Iran is about 65
percent and with the continual
building of new schools, the Shah
hopes to drastically reduce this
figure.
The training of the educators at
Central will help the Shah to
better educate his people and to
build modern, academically advanced high schools and colleges.
The educators will be housed in
dormitories on campus, and no
special arrangements involving
food or clothing will be made.
Despite the notion Iran is all
desert and sand, Dr. Lilliard said
Iran has a climate very similar to
Ellensburg and it does snow there.
In fact, Tehran, the capital city of
four million, is built adjacent to a
mountain the same size as Mount
Rainier.

Alcohol Referral Center, "75 per
cent of our clients are from the
college. The bulk of our clientele is
between the ages of 20-29."
Most of the clients do not come
· out of choice but as the result of
drunken driving citations which
require the offender to parti~ipate
in one of the center's many
programs dealing with drinking.
Grant explained there are approximately three catagories of
programs the first being the
Alcohol School. This is a beginning
type class which has six sessions
and explains problem drinking and
some of the solutions.
Another, the Advanced Alcohol
Education class is designed for
those individuals who have definite drinking problems and need
specific guidance with their problems.
(continued on page 3)

'nsurance offered

Property protected
By Clint Robbins

Central students will have an
opportunity to take advantage of
three different types of property
insurance next quarter.
Scott Mueggler, dorm council
secretary, explained the insurance
would cover student belongings in
room and car. "The insurance is
designed to protect the student
from loss due to fire, theft,
vandalism and any act of ·nature,"
Mueggler noted.
Three types of insurance plans
provided are 1) married plan
allowing $3000 coverage, 2) oncampus plan allowing $1500 coverage and 3) off-campus plan
allowing $1500 coverage.
"We are not sure yet how much
the premiums will be," stated
Mueggler, "but we are estimating
between $6 and $12 per year."
A deductible of $50 will be
attached to loss in event of theft,
"but there.is usually no deductible
for loss due to fire."
Provided by Fidelity of Spokane, the Aetna policy is "designed only for Central students. The
co~lege currently has no insurance
for the dorms so a student would
have to sue the state to recover
any losses," said Mueggler.
No parent waivers is required
for students who are minors and
the policy will last until Sept. l,
1976. "But," explained Mueggler,
"policies next year will be different."
He said student belongings will
be covered over the summer only
if they are stored in on-campus
facili~s. ·
"Students must notify police
within 24 hours of discovery of any
theft," he concluded, "otherwise,
the student won't be able to
collect."
"This policy will · not cover
anyth~n~ other than property lost

or damaged -- it is not a medical
insurance policy."
Mueggler said the students he
had contacted and his fellow
council members "are excited
about the policy. It is a rare
person who doesn't want some
sort of property insurance, espec. ailly at bargain prices."
Other types of damages covered
"damages from riots,
include:
should Central ever have one and
bicycle thefts. If possible, the
company will replace a stolen
bicycle with a new one of the same
model."

Student
•
receives
award
A Central graduate student,
Brian Pugnetti is the first recipient of the Charles W. Wright
Memorial Scholarship.
The scholarship is to be awarded
annually to a graduate student
taking an individual study within
the Media Program at Central.
At the time of his death, Dr.
Wright was professor of instructional media and assistant director
of libraries at Central.
A 1965 graduate of Pasco High
School, Pugnetti attended Columbia Basin Community College,
served with the U.S. Army in Viet
Nam and was graduated from
Central in 1974 with a BA in
education, history and journalism.
He is currently working on a
masters degree in photographic
communications.
Earlier this year he was the
second place winner in the college
division of the Washington :::>tate
Student Film Festival. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Don A.
Pugnetti, of Tacoma.

Snow causes hassles in E-burg;
travelers wait out storm
A post-Thanksgiving snowstorm
caused misery for many travelers
in the Ellensburg area Sunday.
Students leaving for a 3-4 hour trip
back to Ellensburg found their
journeys delayed by as much as
8-10 hours.
The ten-inch snowfall in· Ellensburg, with a record two feet of the
white stuff in upper Kittitas
County caused travel adviseries to
be issued on all mountain passes.
Chains were required on Snoqualmie Pass for snow-packed roads,

which melted to deep water later
in the day.
Responding to the adverse weather conditions, Central opened up
housing for the night to motorists
commuting to both sides of the
state. Muzzall, Munson and Courson Halls were opened for $4.50 a
person to individuals and families.
Says Wendell Hill of Housing
Services, "We opened up the halls
at 5:30 pm and there were immediately lines waiting to get in."
Central accepted the overnight

boarders from 6 pm to 2 am. Many
of the 450 that took advantage of
the rooms were returning college
students.
Hotels, restaurants, and service
stations along the way were "full
to the brim" and almost everyone
found it rough going. Said one
weary student who arrived at 3
am, followed by a long trek to
upper campus from the bus depot
through a foot of snow, "It wasn't
happening, it seemed like a
dream."

EPD and CPD thought of merger
but high cost stalemated decision
By Jackie Humphries

A consolidation of the Ellensburg City Police Department and
the Central Police force might
have taken place in 1971. Reasons
for its failure seem to be uncertain
according to city and campus
officials.
In the fall of 1971, the college
requested bids from the Ellensburg Police Department as well as
National agencies such as Burns
Detective Agency, Waken Hut,
and Pinkerton to determine the
costs of an outside law enforcement agency on campus. Mike
McGrath of the Valley Security
Merchants Patrol was also contacted for a bid.
According to Dr. Robert Miller,
Dean of Student Development, the
professional agencies "never made
a concrete offer. They took a look
at the HEP Board rules and
disappeared."
HEP Board is the Civil Service
for colleges throughout the state.
Being the Higher Education Personnel Board, it establishes the
guidelines for programs and hiring
policies.
A variety of reasons have been
given to explain the stalemate
reached between the two agencies.

Miller, who · couldn't recall the
actual cost of the city's bid, did say
that the estimate "was approximately 60-65 per cent beyond what
we were spending at that time."
He said discussion of consolidation
of the two forces dropped at that
point. Several other sources
agreed the amount of capital
outlay by the college prevented
further discussion of the merger.
Some sources indicate the college administration had second
thoughts regarding a loss of
authority. Whereas the campus
police and chief are now account~
able to Miller, the administration
and trustees, an outside force
would remove all college input
governing the police force.
Another apparent problem was
in the officer requirements between the two departments. Some
Central officers would not have
met the city's requirements, therefore, the city would not have
automatically absorbed 'the entire
force as was originally discussed.
One ef the most apparent problems was that an "outside" force
was just that. "The institution is
pretty independent. To be a successful unit you must have an 'in'
to know what is happening. An
outside force may not be able to
achieve this," said a city representative.

BIG JOHN'S DRIVE.-IN
Tuesday night special
(Dec. 9)

The DORM ROOM that orders the
most of anything will win a free
~
Big John Burger

uw~

--~-*----_..._..,.

Winner will be announced

Wed. Dec. 10

BIG JOHN

BURGER
We deliver from 5 - closing
servi.ce - call 925·5900

A clerk at City Hall found a copy
of the 1971 bid, but explained it
was not necessary for the reporter
to see it. She gave the following
information over the phone:
Central would have had to pay
$125,000 to the city per year which
would have covered the costs or
eight patrolmen at $9,000 each.
The clerk noted that the patrolmen are now earning $11,800
annually.
The budget would have allowed
for promotional changes, and the
addition of a clerk in records. Also
included would have been new
uniforms, two additional patrol
cars, gas and insurance and maintanence costs.
Central records show the CPD
budget to have been $92,363 in
1971 with salaries being $75,698 of
that amount.
The Ellensburg Police Budget
for that year was $284,615. A
breakdown of that figure was:
Administration--$61,423; Operations--$184, 796;
Training--$881;
Facilities--$1301; and Care and
Custody of Prisoners--$24,514.
The July 1975 budget printout
for the CPD was $139,324 and the
EPD budgeted amount is $418,425.
Kent Martin, Central Budget
Officer indicated the CPD budget
does not include Dr. Miller's salary
and the department does not have
postage, telephone or rent expense.
Consolidation of the two departments was a financial impossibility
in 1971 and "there has been no talk
of combining the two since then,
that I know of," concluded Miller .•

Gay Women:
Party with us
Saturday Dec. 6
for details.,
call Carol ~
963-1391

Happy Holidays

Dangerous and costly

Stand taken· again:st food fights Alcoholism warning .....
Wendell Hill, Director of Auxliary Services, has taken a firm
stand in attempting to prevent
food fights in the dining halls. In a
notice circulated to students, Hill
state.d the consequences of food
fights and the action that would be
taken against participants. Five
points made clear to the students
were:
1) Food fights could result in
serious injury to students in the
building.
2) Those who start or participate in them would have disciplinary action brought against them.
2) Criminal charges, such as
disturbing the peace, may be filed
by Central against participants in
a food fight.
4) All persons involved in a food
fight will be charged for the costs

of damages, clean-up, and wasted
food.
5) Civil action may be filed by
injured students against those
responsible for instigating or joining in a food fight.
This action was prompted by the
complaints of concerned students
following a fight which broke out
in Holmes Dining Hall on Thursday, Oct. 30. It also was as a result
of heavy rumors that 'a nother one
was planned for the next evening.
In trying to prevent this . from
happening, a police officer was
called in and stationed in the
kitchen area.
Hill stated that food fights have
been occurring in the dining ~alls
for the past three or four years.
The damage for a single incident
has cost the college as much as

$600. Food fights have also resulted in at least one injury where the
student had to have stitches taken
in her scalp.
. According to Hill, the feedback
resulting from the distribution of
the notice has been positive. "l
have had no adverse reaction to
it," he stated. "A great majority of
students are disgusted with food
fights. After we distributed this, a
lot of people commented that they
felt relieved that we were doing
something." ·
Hill hopes that the food fights
will cease and that action by the
college will not be necessary. "We
will take action, however," Hill
said. "There's a grave danger of
someone being hurt. Also, they are
infringing of the rights and freedoms of others."

Interesting evening spent
at Ellensburg Police Dept.
by Jackie Humphries

This is the city--Ellensburg,
Washington. It was Friday--a
graveyard shift at the Ellensburg
Police Department. My pardner
and I wanted an inside view of the
organization.
This particular Friday there
were only two officers on duty
from 10 pm - 6 am. The regular
night staff consists of three patrolmen and one sargeant. Due to
vacations and sickness, the staff
that night was limited. The night
was to be termed "rather slow" by
one of the officers, but it was
indicative of the nights at the
EPD.
It was a night to view Ellensburg through the eyes of the
policeman. It was seeing the
closing of taverns from the outside
not the inside. The same people
who had spent the evening having
a few beers and a good time were
in front of Goofy's threatening
each others lives as well as the
officers breaking up the fight.
It was a night to encounter a
group of young men who delighted
at the novelty of the "dirty pig"
who was cruising the downtown
area.
It was a time to travel "Jungle
Road" a dirt path that follows the
railroads lines. Somehow one

never pictures the police beat to
include such areas. I've never seen
Reed or Malloy taking their Adam12 down to such areas. Television
has a way of ignoring these tasks
of the police.
It was an evening with mundane
tasks of ticketing illegally parked
cars, warning noisy party participants to keep the sound down. It
was going down endless alleys,
dirt paths, and warehouse lots,
checking locks and buildings.
It was these solitary times that
we began wondering if people do
hold grudges against officers. If
they do, would tonight be the night
to get back at these men?
Yet, it was an exciting night to
race through town at high speeds,
with lights flashing, screeching
around corners to get to an auto
wreck on the outskirts of town and
then race back to break up another
parking lot fight. These trips are
not just a script writers idea--they
are real and exciting to say the
least.
For the reporters it was a night .
to see the man behind the policeman. We realized ·that the officer
could djscuss elk hunting as easily
as he could give his views on "the
new breed of cop" he has seen
evolve. The new breed of cop, as
he sees it, is not fully aware of the
advantages he has entering the

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
.AND. PARTS

force at this time--the benefits, the
rights, the new responsibilities.
The other officer reflected an air
of excitement that seems to surround the policeman's job. No
matter what the call, response was
immediate and intense. His philosophy towards patrol was simply,
"Lightning never strikes twice in
the same place but humans are
creatures of habit.''
The in-car observers agreed
that they really have no right to
draw conclusions about the job,
the force, or the men. We could
make many observations, probably some suggestions, but generalized c6nclusions would be impossible.
It was an interesting night. It
was Friday--a graveyard shift at
the Ellensburg Police Department

cont. from page 1
The third level is designed for
individual attention to the specific
needs of the individual involved.
Perhaps drinking is only the result
of another problem, i.e. divorce,
marital problems, school prob·lems, inability to cope with his
life. In this case individual counseling sessions center on the major
probl~m and then offer alternatives to the answer previously
thought of as drinking.
For those persons who are
deemed alcoholic there are inpatient programs and half-way
houses in the city. If the person
shows an interest· in Alcoholics
Anonymous they are directed to
this group as well.
Grant explained. that at least a
fourth of the center's services go
to the family that is forced to live
with the alcoholic or problem
drinker. "Because," she said, "in
many cases the problem drinker is
completely happy with his/her life
and does not realize the bad
situations his/her actions are creating for the rest of the family. We
try to offer suggestions and solutions of how to cope with this
situation."
Grant def~ned the college problem drinker as a person who is
having problems with his/her
drinking. Therefore a solution
would be to change ' drinking
habits. She · did ·clarify-th-at -a
person can be a fairly regular,
fairly often social drinker and not
be a "problem drinker" as such,
but they could be developing some
trends that are dangerous.
Information from the Naitonal
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism indicates that approximately 9 million people in the
United States are alcoholics or
problem drinkers.
Even though it is impossible to
define specifically an "average

The model 940 is the ·most
recent addition to the B ·I· C lineup of
multiple play manual turntables. As you
know, these machines blend the silent belt
drive and low tracking force of a manual
turntable with the convenience of programmable play, either repeats of one disc or
automatic handling of a stack. They really
do combine the best of both worlds!
Equipped as it is~ with Empire 2000E-III
cartridge plus wood base and dust cover,
this combination will go a long way toward
upgrading your present system or toward
starting you on the way to a complete new
system.

[Offer good during
December only·]

603 North Main

925-5539

Simple warning signs a person
might look for indicating a problem drinker would be having the
need to drink before facing a
certain situation, frequent drinking sprees, steady increase i~
intake, solitary drinking, early
morning drinking, and occurance
of 'blackouts" where he doesn't
remember his actions--walking,
talking--while drinking.
On the other hand, the alcoholic
finds himself experiencing a loss of
control. He finds himself drinking
when he intends not to drink, or
drinking more than he planned.
There is a presence of functional
or structural damage-physiological, psychological, domestic,
economic or social.
He or she uses alcohol as a kind
of universal therapy, as a psychopharmacological
substance
through which the person tries to
keep his life from coming apart.
Anyone who feels they may be
experiencing a problem with
drinking should feel free to contact
the Alcohol Referral Center at 507
Nanum, room 106.

For you ••• or some other
deserving person ••• a U)O@
deal you can't refuse!

Tota I Reta ii Value $ 20-7

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR

drinker", the institute found that
in l970 the "average drinker"
consumed 3.93 gallons of pure
alcohol which is the equivalent of
one cocktail, one glass of wine, and
or one bottle of beer a day.
The person who is a problem
drinker finds he or she:
· i. Must drink in · order to
function or cope with life.
2. By their own personal definition, or that of his family and
friends, frequently drinks to a
state of intoxificatiOn.
3. Goes to work intoxicated.
4. Drives a car while intoxicated.
·5. Sustains bodily injury requiring medical attention as consequence of intoxicated state.
6. Under the influence of alcohol,
does something he contends he
would never do without alcohol.

EM>lfE

CnI1Icl
MULTIPLE PLAY
MANUAL
TURNT~BLES

OUR PRICE ••• $1361

TEREDCRIFT
408 North Pearl

962-2830
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analysis
You trust us and
we'll tell it like it is

.................................................................................. •·..................... .

Look through the Crier today and notice the stories that deal with the
campus. They probably all deal directly or indirectly with the college. At ,
the Crier, its impossible to report on a national level since the paper
comes out only once a week and by that time you've heard the news
many times. It's even hard for us to keep up with all the news of the
community, since the Crierstaff is small. But with hope and a little help
from the mass media department, the writing staff for the Crier may ·
increase.
The one pface the Crier should have no problem in going after and
getting a story should be on the Central camous. Yet, its often the
hardest place to obtain a story. There are those people at Central who
feel the Crier should stay in their room (SUB 218) and play reporter from
there. They feel that if its a 'real' story, the big boys, like the · Daily
Record, the Hera.Id-Republic, etc. should handle it. After these people
To the editor:
publish their stories, well. .. we can get the information from there.
As a former Board of Trustees
--·But-that's not right, and these administrative people know it. With a
member, I look forward to my
whole quarter of promises to confide in the Crier now ending, we at the
weekly contact with Central
Crieri, have very little belief left that it will ever happen. I'm even sure
through the Campus Crier. When I
the people ~hat made these offers didn't believe in following up their
read of an improvement in a road
promises at the the time they made them.
or building, I think of those six
Some administrators, this quarter, have criticized the Crier for being
fantastic years when chuck holes
too negative. These people keep exaulting the positive aspects of
and mud were transformed into a
Central, and the people at Central. Yet, its very hard, for me, to remain
beautiful campus. And when the
positive, when co-operation is not given by some administration or
story is about one of my many
obvious 'lies' are told to Crier reporters; its very hard for me to remain
positive when I am told by some what stories should go in the Crier and . good friends who is still there, I
remember those many lively diswhat stories should not; and its very hard for me to understand why, if
cussions and general good times I
these people have nothing to hide, they continue to 'hide' from the Crier.
had. Central wiJI always be very
I guess if I had to make one Christmas wish, I'd wish that these
special to me.
administrators who can't trust the campus paper, could trust the Crier
Mrs. Hugh Minor
for one quarter. Given the first opportunity for an on-campus news item,
former Central trustee
the Crier could gain in experience and in responsibility. The only other
people to gain from the new-found trust would be the students. In depth
news, of importance to them, could be brought to their attention or an
even more local level than the Daily Record.
One thing, before I let you alone for this quarter, I should say that
there are a 'few' people who do trust the Crier, and do everything in
their power to help us. These people know who they are and I thank
. the!Il very much for their help. They are what keeps the Crier going.
So from now until Jan. 7, a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year
To the editor:
from the the Crier staff.
Right now, I'm in the middle of
reading Susan Brownmiller's,
MARY L. RENNIE Against
Our Will [Men, Women on
Rape]. I must say I'm in no mood
to hear anything that smacks of
sexism. When I turned to. the
sports page of the Crier and rea_d
that a touch-football team had
named themselves "Gang Bang", I
was disgusted. Gang bang usually
implies gang rape, and any team
who would want to be thought of
that way must be sick. It does let
us know, though, how a lot of men
think and how much contempt
there is for women.
The Black movement has progressed to the point where you're
not going to find any white men
who are going to make "nigger"
jokes in front of Blacks and you
would certainly never find a touch
foot-ball team on a college campus
that's going to call themselves
"Nigger Knockers."
Some people think and hope that
the women's movement is a passing phase. It isn't. It's here to stay
and things are changing and will
continue to change. It will get to
the point where men will have to
suppress their jokes and com.!!1.~nts about ~o:rpen ..~v~n profes~

feedback

Thanks to the
Crier for all
the memories

'Gang Bang'
must be sick
in the head

Merry Christmas
from
the Crier staff

(P.s~

Don't forget the
Crier staff meeting
January 8,1976)
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sors will have to stop making put
down jokes about women in their
classes.
I hope everyone gets a chance to
read Susan Brownmiller's book
expecially the team that named
itself "Gang Bang.''
Margo Brown

Music critic
criticized by
musician
To the Editor:
The article concerning the Central Symphony was not only
innacurate, it was also very poorly
timed. A rather snide, vitriolic
review of last year's concerts by
someone of rather dubious·musical
credentials has no place being
published the day of the year's
first concert. If incapable of doing
anything more than blatantly
discouraging attendance, the Crier
should limit itself to reporting the
fact that a concert will be given.
Central's orchestra has for many
years (not just one, as was
erronously reported) provided an
opportunity · for musical enrichment for both students and
community members alike.Any organization beneficial to so many
people should be enthusiastically
supported, and deserves more
than the cheap shot it got last
issue.
Mary Klein

Error made
in previous
item ·in Crier
To the editor:
,
In your last week's article on the
'Women-Our Changing Sense of
Self seminar it was reported that I
was a speaker. The article failed to
mention, however, that I was
representing the Kittitas County ·
· Rape Relief. Besides providing
~ri&is intervention for victims of
sex crimes, our services include
public information and education .
on the topic of rape. It is our belief
that knowledge and awareness are
of paramount importance to our
WRITERS
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Marci Baker
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Vicki Simpson
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long range goal of - eliminating
rape.
Further, it was stated that I
intimated that women might
invite rape by their pass'fve
behavior in male/female situations. Any such intimation that
women own any responsibility for
infractions committed against
them is erroneous and was not.
intended . . Women are raped because they exist and because men
continue to get away with it, not
because they "invite" a crime
against themselves.
What I did intend to intimate
was that women might prevent
rape by asserting themselves
more in male/female situations
that they perceive to be sexist in
nature, i.e. by not allowing men to
continue to get away with it.
_81:1.zi McCoy
Kittitas County Rape-Relief

Blood Center
thanks
donors
To the editor:
... Congratulations on another excellent bloodmobile operation at
Central. On behalf of the Blood
Center, we want you to know that
the 143 successful blood donations
by campus donors were exceedingly needed. The good leadership
and conscientious followup, by all
of you responsible for the good
results, are much appreciated by
all of us. Will you kindly pass along
our expression of gratitude to yonr
associates, both student and faculty.
Sincerely,
William 0. Pugh
Adniinlstrator

Pool it

The newspaper of Central Washington Statf' Collf'gt" publillhed
weekly during the academic year except regi•tration. vacatioaa ud
the final week of each quarter. Views upressed arP th- of stu·
dents. staff and editor• not necessarily of Central \\ &•hington Statr
College. Advertising material present..d does not impl~· endor ...
ment. Mail subscriptinn price: SI per quarter or S3 per year:
payable to the Campus Crier, ('WSC, Ellf'nsburg, WA 9119:.!ti.
Second class postage paid, Ellensburg, WA 98926.

King Lear:
a tragic success

The Duke of Kent, [Mike Stern] although banished by a furious Lear, disguises himseU and serves
the king devotedly throughout the play. After Kent trips the insolent and reptilian Oswald, [Rob
Reynolds] he and Edmond ex~hange threats.

In a rage, King Lear disowned his loyal daughter

Cordelia. [Kandyce Barker] The King of France [Kyle
Cable] takes her for his wife anyway, even though she
has no dowry.

photos by Paul Fridlund

Edmund [Rob McEUresh] has written a false letter
which makes it appear that his brother Edgar is
plotting to murder their father, the Earl of
Gloucester[David Evans].

Scheming Edmund [Rob McEUresh] plots to displace
his legitimate brother in their father's affections.
King Lear [E. Dee Torrey] is the focal point of
Shakespere's greatest tragedy.
CAMPUS CRIER
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Can black and blue
seeeyetoeyel

In Rochester, New York, it's been happening for years.
The youth is a member of TOPs. Teens on Patrol.
A group of boys and girls from the inner city who
work with police each summer to help keep city rec·
reation areas safe and orderly.
TOPs was conceived by Eastman Kodak Company and Rochester Jobs, Inc. in 1967. It has brought
about a greater understanding and mutual respect
between police and young people from the surrounding community.
TOPs don't have the power to make arrests, but
they learn about police by working with them. Wearing special jackets and T-shirts, they ride in squad
cars. Walk the beat. Monitor calls at the station. Supervise kids at pools and playgrounds. For which
they' re paid a salary.
Police come into the neighborhood as particiCAMPUS CRIER

SIX

pants, not observers. When they get to know the
people they're sworn to protect, they learn how their
interests can be better served.
Why does Kodak provide financial support to
TOPs? Because helping the people of Rochester
communicate with one another helps build a better
community in which the company can operate and
grow. In short, it's good business. And we're in busi·
ness to make a profit. But it's also good for society.
The same society our business depends on.
If a company that makes pictures can't help peo·
pie see more clearly, who can?

MKoclak.
~ More than a business.

One to nothing1 .

Co-ed voted water commissioner
by one vote... her own.
··By Gayl Curtiss

ized," I said handing her my Oath
Office Certificate.
"Is this some kind of college
joke?" she said, craning her neck
to see if any hidden cameras or
watchers were lurking about.
"No," . I replied, "this is an
honest-to-goodness thing and I
want to be sworn into office."
"Well, all right, raise your right
hand and repeat after me ..." she
said still uncertain of the circumstances.
So, there I stood in jeans,
sneakers and a blue bandana and I
was properly swore in as Snohomish County Water Commissioner.
That has proven to be just the
beginning.
As many . people, I was in
support for public disclosure of
public official's records and such.
However, now that it has happened to me, I find it a pain in the .

-~f

If you ever hear someone say
one vote doesn't count in an
election, please, call them an
Lout-and-out liar.
For I have
definite proof one vote can and
~ does make a great deal of difference in an election.
Last month , I received my
absentee ballot in the mail from
Snohomish County Auditor, Henry
Whalen. . While filling out the
' ballot, I noticed two positions on
the ballot where no candidates had
filed for the office. Well, thinking
it would be amusing to have my
~ name pririted in the Marysville
Globe, my hometown newspaper, I
wrote my name, and a friend's, in
as write-in candidates for Snohomish County Water Commis• sioner, Quil Ceda Water District. I
promptly forgot what I had done.
Well . . . . . two weeks later, a
large manilla envelope arrived at
my house · from the Auditor.
· Included in the envelope was a
sheaf of papers and the following
cover letter: Dear Gayl Curtiss,
You have won the election for Quil
. ,. Ceda Water District Commissioner, a six year term.
I couldn't believe I'd won, and
~ my parents immediately wondered
how on earth had I done this to
myself.
And with the usual
amount of parental caution, they
wanted to know if this was legal,
and what was I suppose to do as a
• water commissioner wh~n I no
longer spent any time in the
district?
All good questions I thought,
and I set about tryi:r:g to find out
what I am supposed to do.
Well, it so happened my friend,
whose name I had so generously
written in also, had likewise won
the election and was also a bit
confused as to what his responsibilities were.
It was decided I would call the
Marysville Water Department and
find out what was going on. The
conversation should have been
taped for Lily Tomlin . . .
"Hello, is this the water department ... well.. .I just found out I
was elected water commissioner
r- for six years and I don't know
what the responsibilities are ... oh,
' when will he be back from lunch?"
"Hello. . .is this the water
department?... what do you mean
you're the cleaning lady, they told
me to call back. . .oh, no one told
me they closed early today. . .oh,
thank you, I guess I am glad I was
elected...are you sure you're the
cleaning lady?"
I never did get a hold of them
before I had to come back to ,
school.
Nevertheless, I decided to accept the draft of the people (me)
and serve as water commissioner.
So taking one of the forms the
Auditor had sent me, I marched
into one of the local banks to be
sworn in by a notary public.
I asked a teller to see a notary
and she directed me to a friendly
looking woman whom I walked up
to.
"I would like to get this notar-

First of all, there· are dozens of
forms to fill out for the State's
Public Disclosure Commission.
And when you have been written
in by yourself, and elected by one
vote, the forms begin to take on
the appearance of the ridiculous.
Form C-1, Candidates and Political Committees. This form is to
be filled out by the candidate, the
committees to elect the candidate,
and the candidates and committees. Included are the names of
the campaign treasurer, the name
of the bank where funds are
deposited, the names of the campaign chairperson, and a statement of where excess campaign
funds are going to be spent.
C-4 is a schedule of contributions, when they were received, by
whom and for how much.
C-3 is for the Campaign Treasurer to fill out.
This states
monetary contributions, pledge
payments received, loans, notes!

or securities received, and ~iscel
laneous cash receipts.
C-4 requires a list of where
money has been spent, for what,
by whom, why and how.
C-4, schedule A, is another list of
monetary contributions, where
you tell how much you spent on
advertising in newspapers, signs,
radio, television, public relations
consulations, postage, office rent,
utilities, and supplies.
C-4, schedule B, wants the same
information, printed on all the
previous forms, to again be placed
on this form.
C-1 is the one as a student which
was the most interesting to fill out.
Occupation: student. Direct
financial interests in excess of
$5000: none. Creditors of more
than $500: none. Legislation
which has been prepared, sponsored or written for current or
deferred compensation: none.
List corporations, partnerships,
joint ventures, associations, proprietorships, etc., which are worth
more than $500: none.
It seems not a single question
was designed for tbe write-in-byyourself-candidate.
There were more forms, each
more complex with less applicabil~
ity to my position.
My news spread quickly around
the neighborhood, and the phone
calls started to come. . .
"How much water is it safe to
use each time I flush my toilet. .
.hahahah..."
"Will you come over and fix my
faucet, Commissioner ... hahahah ..
"What do you know about
water? ... besides you mix it with
Scotch ... hahahah ..."
Anyway, despite what you may
think, I intend to take the position
seriously, as soon as I can find
someone who knows just what I
do.

Crier Photo Contest winner - places.
'The Nipple of Ellensburg'
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Great Outdoor · Choice
RED
WING

"~,('~

r·

Men's and
Women's Sizes

• Speed Laces
• Vibram® Lug Sole

Vibram Sole

MUND Y'S
SHOE STORE
Downtown

Where are the best textbook
buy back deals in town ..?
Just check over this list and you'll find the best textbook buy-back offer in town. For this special buy-back offer, all books must be in good condition. The cover must be in
good condition (not torn or bent), the binding must be good (book must be solidly put together and the back not broken) and the pages within must be free from over
marking. The College Store Buyer will determine whether the book is in "good condition." We will offer special prices for only those books listed and up to the amount
indicated in the last (*) column. After the specified number of books have been purchased by the College Store, the offer goes to 50% of price purchased by seller or the
wholesaler's (our supplier) offer. Of course, we will be buying back all textbooks not on this list also at the highest possible price. So bring your books in as soon as you can.
Copy/Pub Date

Author/Title
Haviland:

Anthropology

Hockett: Man's Place in Nature
Chard: Man in Prehistory
Linderman: Developing Artistic & Perceptual
Awareness, pb
Hobbs: Art in Context, pb
CAM: Biology Today
Wallace: The World Of Life
Weier: Botany
Neuner: Administrative Office Management
Carson: Secretarial Accounting
Johnson: Records Management, K67
Murphy: Effective Busihess Communications
Cohen: Personal Finance
Hill: Chemistry for Changing Times, pb
Williams: Intro to Chemistry
Johnson: Financial Management
Enis: Marketing Principles
Gelb: M.arketing is Everybody's Business, pb
Smith: Business Law
Ha.i mann: Mgt. in the Modern Organization
Freund: Business Statistics
Campbell; Flaws & Fallacies in Statistical Thinking
Boyd: Marketing Research, Texts & Cases
Zif: Reorganization, Player's Manual, pb
Horngren: Cost Accounting
PH: Federal Tax Course 1976, Student Edition
Bach: Economics
Mansfield: Microeconomics
Vohs: Audiences, Messages, Speakers
Vygotsky: Thought & Language, pb

'74 HAW
'73 McGraw
2nd, '75 McGraw

12.95
12.95
9.95

7.15
7.15
5.50

*
30
10
10

Haines: Problems in. Prose, pb
Perrin: Handbook of Current English
Chambers: Children's Literature in the Curr.
Perrine: Story & Structure, pb
Baker: The Practical Stylist, pb
Parker: Foundation Course in French

3rd, '74 WmBrown

5.95

3.30

10

'75 HBJ
2nd, '7'5 CAM RH
'75 Goodyear
5th, '74 Wiley
6th, '72 South-W
9th, '72 South-W

7.95
11.95
12.95
14.95

4.40

30
12
12
18

2nd, '74 South -W
McGraw
5th, '75 Irwin
2nd, '75 Burgess
2nd, '73 A-W
4th, '71 A&B
'74 Goodyear
'74 Goodyear
3rd, '71 UCC, West
2nd, '74 H-M

7.35
13.50
13.95
8.95
13.95
14.95
14.00

12.95
6.25

6.60
7.15
8.25
7.15
3.45
4.05
7.45
7.70
4.95

5
10
5
15

5
20
15

7.70
8.25
7.70
3.30
8.55
7.15
6.05
3.05
8.00
2.20
8.25
8.25
7.15

10
35

6.05
4.40
1.65

5
5
5

3.50
5.95
5.95
9.95
10.95

1.95
3.30
3.30
5.50
6.05

10

7.95
3.95
10.95
2.95

4.40

3

2.20
6.05
1.65
2.20

10
25
10
15

5
5

9.95
8.95
7.95
5.25
11.95
11.95

3.85
2.20
6.05
7.15
5.50
4.95
4.40

10

2.90
6.60
6.60

15
10

5.95

3.30

10

1.95

1.10

15

9.50
6.95
12.95
9 .95
7.50
12.95
14.95
6.95
13.95
10.50
13.95

5.25
3.85
7.15
5.50
4.15
7.15
8.25
3.85
7.70
5.80
7. 70

10
10
12
25
10
5
5
15
10
50
15

4th, '67 Wiley
6th, '75 Macm
'71 L Brown
5th, '72 IHEA
2nd, '72 HAW

13.95
9.95
6.95
4.95
12.95

7.70
5.50
3.85
2.75
7.15

5
5
10
4
2

'71 Macm
'73 AcadPr
2nd, '74 Worth

10.95
10.95
11.95

6.05
6.05
6.60

15

'74 PH
'74 PH
3rd, '72 Irwin
'70 Macm
3rd, '72 PH
'75 PH
8th, '74 PH
2nd, '75 Norton
'75 HBJ
'62 MIT Pr

Bowers: The Rhetoric of Agitation & Control, pb
Peterson: Communication Probes, pb
Stewart: Interviewing Principles & Practices, pb
Huckleberry: Speech Ed. for the Elem. Teacher
Pickering: Theatre: A Contemporary Intro

'71 A-W
'74 SRA
'74 WmBrown

McGaw: Acting is Believing
Burron: Basic Concepts in Reading Inv.. pb
Ryan: Those Who Can, Teach
Glasser: Schools Without Failure, pb only (CN421)

3rd, '75 HAW
'72 Merrill
2nd, '75 H-M
H& A
'74 Peacock
'71 Wadsw
'72 SRA
'74 HAW
'75 HAW
'75 H&R
'75 Macm

2nd, '72 A&B
'75 West

Burns: Diagnostic Teaching, pb
Thomas: Curr. Patterns in Elem. Soc. Sc, pb
Joyce: Three Teaching Strat. for the Soc. Sc., pb
Stephens: Teachers Guide to Open Ed
Ambron: Child Development
Bee: The Developing Child
Hildebrand: Guiding Young Children
Carswell: Open Sesame
· '74 Goodyear
Milgram: Childhood Revisited, pb
'74 Macm
Hewett: Education of Exceptional Learners
'74 A&B
Kirk: Educating Exceptional Children
2nd, '72 H-M
Gardner: Children with Learning & Behavior
Problems, pb
'74 A&B
Reese: The Analysis of Human Operant Behav., pb '66 WmBrown
Walthall: Habilitation of the Mentally Retarded
Individual
'74 Thomas
Becker: An lmperical Basic for Change in Ed., pb
'71 SRA
Helbling: First Year German (clean only)
'75 HAW
Castells: La Lengua Espanola Gramatica Y Cultura '74 Scribners ·
Sallese: Pan Y Mantiquilla, pb (clean only)
'74 VanNostr
Strahler: Intro to Physical Geography
3rd, '73 Wiley
Harper: Between Two Worlds
'73 H-M
Geode's World Atlas, pb
14th, '74 RanMcN
Haggett: Geography, A Modern Synthesis
2nd, '75 H&R
McAlester: Physical Geology
'75 PH
'75 Wadsw
Miller: Living in the Enviro_nment
Nickell: Management in Family Living
Bennion: Introductory Foods
Skolnick: Family in Transition, pb
.
I HEA: Unit Method of Clothing Construction
Joseph: Introduction to Textile Science
Kefgen: Individuality in Clothing Selection And
Personal Appearance (newed due 3-76)
Flanders: A First Course in Cal. with Anal. Geom.
Munem: A Functional Approach to Pre Calculus

Retail Buy-Back

5.95
15.50
12.95
10.95
5.50
14.50
3.95
14.95
14.95
12.95
10.95
7.95
2.95

3.95
6.95
3.95
10.95
12.95

8
15
40
30
25
20
20

5
10

5

5
5
5
5

3
5
3
5

5

8
8

Wheeler: Modern Math: An Elem. Approach
Freund: ColleQe Math with Bus. App.

3rd, '73 Wadsw/B-C

11.95

2nd, '75 PH

13.95

6.60
7.70

8
60

Triola: A Survey of Mathematics
Leithold: Inter. Algebra for College Students

'75 Cummings
'74 Macm

10.95
9.95

6.05
5.50

10
30

BOOK BUY-BACK DATES AND TIMES:
December 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 1975
ONLY from 9:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m .
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Kelly: The Shaping of the American Past from
1865 to the Present, Vol. II, pb
Hofstadter: Great Issues in Amer. Hist. from

5th, '63 H&R
4th, '75 S-F
'71 RandMcN
4th, '74 HBJ
3rd, '73 Crowell
'69 Heath
'75 PH

Reconstr. to Present Day, pb
'69 Vint.-RH
Stavrianos: The World to 1500-A Global Hist .. pb
2nd, '75 PH
Ferrell: American Diplomacy
3rd, '75 Norton
Cummings: Democracy Under Pressure
2nd, '74 HBJ
Isaak: Politics of Human Beings, pb
'75 Duxbury
Weiskopf: A Guide for Recreation & Leisure
'75 A&B
Bamberger: The Art of Listening, pb
3rd, '75 H&R
Grout: A History of Western Music, rev. comp. ed. '73 Norton
Castell : An Intro to Modern. Philosophy (new ed.
due 1-76, must be in good condition)
2nd, '63 Macm
Copi: Intro to Logic
4th, '72 Macm
Giesecke; Technical Drawing
6th, '74 Macm
Pickering: A Treasury of Drama, pb
'75 West
Garland : The Sound of Soul, pb
'69 Regnery
Dexter: The Jazz Story, pb (S108)
'64 PH
Minor: Preparing Visual Instructional Materials, pb McGraw
'73 L Brown
Hall: Writing Well, pb
'71 Wiley
Hurtik: An Intro to Short Fiction & Crit., pb
New Direct
Sartre: The Wall, ND272
Noonday
Percy: The Last Gentleman
'75 HBJ
Willis: A Brief Handbook of English, pb
'74 HBJ
McCuen: Readings for Writers, pb
'73 HBJ
Quirk : A Concise Grammar of Cont. Eng.
'75 Saunders
Kraus: Recreation Leadership & Supervision
'73 Mosby
Kraus: Creative Adm. in Rec. & Parks
'73 Mayfield Nt'I Pk
Tillman: The Program Book
'74 PH
Murphy: Concepts of Leisure
Hiemstra: The Educative Community, pb
CAM: Essentials of Life & Health, pb
Oberteuffer: School Health Ed
Boyd: Intro to the Study of Disease
Julien: A Primer of Drug Addiction, pb

'72 ProfEd
'74 CAM
5th; '72 H&R
6th, '71 L&F
'75 Freeman

Fort: Alcohol: Our Biggest Drug Problem, pb
Jacob: Structure and Function in Man
Mosston: Teaching Physical Education
Lindsey: Body Mechanics, pb

'73 McGraw
3rd, '74 Saunders
'66 Merrill

Thigpen: Power Volleyball, pb .
Risick: Modern Admin. Pract. in PE & Athletics
Dauer: Dynamic PE for Elem. Sch. Children
Arc: Standard First Aid & Personal Safety, pb
(blue cover)
Davids: Intro Psychology
Andrews: What's In It For Us?, pb
McCandless: Children & Youth
Brown: New Mind, New Body, New Dir. for Mind
Neale: Science and Behavior
Scannell: Testing and :\lleasure. in the Classroom,pb
Coop: Psychol. Concepts in the Classroom, pb
Baron: Social Psychology .
Heimstra: Environmental Psychology
Moos: Issues in Social Psychology, pb
McCall: Fundamental Stat. for Psychology
Hurlock: Developmental Psychology
Arkoff: Pschology & Personal Growth,pb
Saxton: The lndivid., Marriage & the Family
Shope: lnterpersona'I Sexuality, pb
Murrill: Basic Programming, pb
Kindred: Data Systems and Mgmt.
McCracken: A Sim. Guide to Fortran Progrmg., pb
Agar: Ethnography & Cognition,pb,
Greer: Understanding Soc .. pb
Stini: Ecology and Human Adaption
Intro Soc, Vol V, Unit 7
Intro Soc, Vol VI, Unit 8
Cavan: Juvenile Delinquency, pb
Tunley: Kids, Crime, and Chaos, pb
Richette: The Throw Away Children, pb
Goodman: Growing Up Absurd, pb
Shaw: Youth in Crisis, pb
Chafetz: Masculine, Feminine or Human, pb
Pleck: Men and Masculinity, pb

where else!

3rd, '74 Wm Brown
2nd, '74 Wm Bl"own
2nd, '75 A-W
5th, '75 Burgess
'73 ARC Dbdy
'75 RH
'75 RH
'73 HAW
'74 H&R
'73 PH
'75 H-M
'74 H&R
'74 A&B
'74 Brooks
'74 Mayfield
2nd '75 HBJ
4th '75 McGraw
A&B
2nd '72 Wadsw
'75 Sa1,1nders
'71 lntext
'73 PH
'74 Wiley
'74 Burgess
'74 WmBrown
'75 WmBrown
lndivLrng
I ndiv Lrng
'75 Lippincott
'62 Dell
'69 Dell
'60
'74
'74
'74

Vintage
Hart
Peacock
PH

6.95
5.50
9.95
6.50
3.95
10.95

3.85
3.05
5.50
3.60

10
15
3
20

2.20
6.05

20
10

8.50

4. 70

10

2.95
7.95
11.50

1.65
4.40
6.35

5
15
2

10.95
7.95
11.95
6.95
11.50

6.05
4.40
6.60
3.85

5
15
20
15

6.35

10

10.50
9.95
12.95
6.95
2.95
2.95
4.95
6.95
5.95
1.95
4.95

5.80
5.50
7.15
3.85
1.65
1.65
2.75
3.85
3.30
1.10
2. 75
2.20
3.85
6.05
5.80
5.80 .
4.95
4.95

30
1o
20
5
10
10
5
5
10
5
15
5
5
5

1.00
4.40
4.70
4. 70

5
50
10
10

2. 75
2.20
6.05
5.80
1.65
1.10
5.50
5.50

20
20
20
10
15
10
8
20

1.10
7.15

30
80

2.20
6.90
5.50
4.95
3.85
3.30
7.15
4.40
4.40
6.05
6.60
3.85
6.60
4.15
3.30
6.60
4.40
1.10
.85

80
10
3
15
10
5
15
5
5
20
15
50
20
5
10
5

1.00
.85
.85

15
10
10

4.40
.35

10
10

.70
1.35
1.65
2.35
1.65

10
10
10
15
15

3.95
6.95
10.95
10.50
10.50
8.95
8.95
1.75
7.95
8.50
8.50
4.95
3.95
10.95
10.50
2.95
1.95
9.95
9.95
1.95
12.95
3.95
12.50
9.95
8.95
6.95
5.95
12.95
7.95
7.95
10.95
11.95
6.95
11.95
7.50
6.00
11.95
7.95
1.95
1.50
1. 75
1.50
1.50
7.95
.60
1.25
2.45
2.95
4.25
2.95

5
5
5
5

5
15
15

·Puppeteers

NORAD Band to

to present
play tonight
in SUB

perform on Sunday

Puppetry, Drama 483, is presenting Three Slick and Sassy
Tales from Uncle Remus tonight
and tomorrow night at 7:30 in the
large SUB Ballroom. The show,
the final project for the class,
makes use of the ancient Japanese
puppetry Bun Raku.
In Bun Raku (pronounced boon
rackou) as many as three puppeteers can operate one puppet at -one
time, one person operating the
puppets head and right arm,
another person operating the
puppet's left arm and any props
used in the scene, and a third
person operating the feet.According to the class instructor, Jam es,
Hl:!-wkins, three puppeteers would
not always be used. In Bun Raku
all the puppeteers appear on stage
operating their puppets. "You
have a really good energy transportation with this type of puppet," Hawkins said, "the puppets
reflect the smallest movement of
the puppeteer."
Students enrolled in the class
are making and operating the
puppets used. They will be an
average of twenty inches tall and
their beads will be made out of
styrofoam balls. Since many of the
puppets represent forest animals,
extensive use of fur will be
involved in. their composition.
Hawkins, who adapted the show
for puppets said that he selected it
because, "It's a good children's
show. It doesn't work with actors
but it does work with Disney
cartoon characters, so I thought it
would be good for puppets. You
can create the whole miniature
world with puppets very effectively.
Characters in all three tales
include the Uncle Remus characters Brer Rabbit, the physically
·small but mentally gigantic and
terribly crafty opponent of Brer
Fox and Brer Bear, who are
invariably thwarted in their elaborate plans to make stew out of
Brer Rabbit. A porcupine, a raccoon, and assorted tarrapins
(swamp turtles) also take part in
the action.
Depending upon how the show's
performances go, Hawkins plans
to take the show to the Northwest
Drama Conference held in Seattle
in Febr\tary. "This would only be
· for sharing" Hawkins said, "to give
other people a chance to see this
kind of puppet."
Class members who built and
designed puppets or who will
operate them include: Ellie Etue,
who is also prop designer, Kathy
Dalvit~ Mary Bennet, Rebecca
Kramer, Dave McMahon, who also
did the show's set design, Charlie
Burke, Ron Payne, and Liz Watters who also did the shows
lighting design and serves as its
assistant director.
In addition- to the evening
performances, the class also plans
to give matinee and evening
performances this Saturday and
Sunday i!1 Threepenny.

ELLENSBURG--A complimentary public performance by the
famed North American Air Defense Command Band from Colorado Springs, Colo. will be presented at 8:30 p.m. Sunday, Dec. 7
in McConnell Auditorium at Central.
The concert, known as the
"NORAD Cavalcade of Music,"
will include a blend of classics,
pops, Broadway and movie themes
marches and modern jazz.
Sponsored here by the Central
Air Force ROTC detachment and
the college music department, the
internationally-acclaimed band is
the world's only two-nation, multiforce military concert band. Its
members represent the joint
United States-Canadian command
and include musicians from the
U.S. Air Force, Army and Navy
and the Canadian Forces.
Free tickets to the band performance will be available at the
Central ROTC office in Peterson
Hall, Ellensburg Chamber of Commerce, Webster's Smoke Shop,
and McCullough Music Store.
The Dec. 7 band concert in
Ellensburg will be preceeded by
the showing of a special Air Force
Art Exhibit, Col. Charles Greenwood, ROTC detachment commander announced. The art work
will be on display December 2 and
3 in the SUB and December 4 and

Assistant Director Liz Watters puts the finishing touches on one of the
puppets to be used in the Drama 483 production of ''Three Slick and
Sassy Tales from Uncle Remus," to be presented at 7:30 pm Friday in
the large SUB ballroom. Matinee and evening performances are also
scheduled for this weekend.

5 in the lobby of Rainier Bank in
downtown Ellenbsurg.
The NORAD Band, which has
performed throughout North
America, is commanded by Lt.Co.
John Nalezny, of the U.S. Air
Force, who also serves as Band
conductor. Assistant conductors
are Maj. Melvin Huyett, U.S. Air
Force, and Capt. Keith Swanwick,
Canadian Forces.

Parallel Patti
·HE ONLY LOSERS
IN SKl EVENTS
ARE THE ONES
WHO DON'TTAKE PART.
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Help us help you have fun,
and incidentally cut your
skiing costs up to $500.
Support the U.S. Ski
Association and see how
proud you'll be of the
money you'll save . For
information. write: Skiing
USSA Style, 1726 Chilmpa,
Denver, Colorildo 80202.

JUST IN TIME
FOR X-MAS SHOPPING

photo by Paul Fridlund

JUST ARRIVED

Finals Week Coupon

Over 300 Pair Pre-

SALE

washed Saddle-Back &
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$One
$

$

With this coupon

Giant Basket
0

for $1°

(reg. $1

45

)

;
Lim it one per coupon and one
$coupon per customer. Good on.ly
;
at Ellensburg Dairy Queen
;
Coupon expires Dec. 12, 1975

$
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$

;
$
;
;
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Thanks for a great year!
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Queen
l Oth and Alder

Elastic Back DENIM

925-6101

*Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. Am. D. Q. Corp.© 1972 Am. D. Q. Corp.

Open late
Friday n ites

by the way• •

Quick development has faults

I thought I would save the best for last, and you know what gang? I
did. This quarter's last effort on my part will concentrate on
photographic witches brew, or to the lay people out there, you mix-em
photographic chemistry. The particular chemistry I have cooking is not
designed for your everyday run of the mill processing, it's intended for
processing film in the shortest possible time with no holds barred.
Perhaps some of you have heard of the stabilization process used in
rapid black and white paper processing. In short, the system works like
this; you normally expose a special type of black and white paper with
the developer built into the emulsion in the usual fashion under the
enlarger. After this, you place it into a machine which feeds the paper
through two baths that activate and stabilize the built in developer in a
flash. In a matter of seconds you are looking at a fully developed and
semi-dry print. The question is "How about doing the same thing to
regular, non-special black and white film?" The reply I have ready is
"Why not?" Before I begin with this tale of adventure and danger, I
should say that this technique is a rather drastic method in which the
results are always in question, therefore never bank on one-hundred
percent --perfect results.
In being forewarned, let's start. First you need a bottle of S-30 or S-40
photomechanical STABILIZATION FLUID FROM THE LOCAL Kodak
jobber, a solution of Chrome Alum (30 grams in water to make one liter),
a bottle of A-10 photomechanical activator also from Kodak, and a
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WEDNESDAY

E

FRIDAY, DEC. 5
8 am - 8 pm Ware Faii--Samuelson
Union Bldg.
10 am - 5 pm Nat'l N.W. Task
Force SUB 208
12 - 1 pm Recreation Alumni
Sam's Place
1 - 2 pm Pres. Advisory Council
SUB 204-205
7 - 9 pm Parachute Club SUB
Kachees (103)
7:30 - 8:30 pm Uncle Remus Tales
Threepenny Playhouse
7:30 - 9 pm Alumni Wrestling

Shows At 7:00 & 9:00 Each Niaht

STARTS

&

Check These -Dates.

LIBERTY
Theatre
OPEN 6:45
925~95h
.,_
____
_ _ _ __.Ends
Tuesday

Somdtrack avatlabk: on
MolOIMl Rt:Cords &. TalXS

A

mixtu~e of the following goodies:
Water (125 degrees F) 800 cc's
Sodium Sulfite (dessicated) 50.0 grams
Hydroquinone 5.0 grams
Phenidone 0.5 grams
Sodium Bisulfate 2{0 grams
Potassium Bromide 1.0 grams
Water to make 1,000 cc's
Mix in the given order, and dissolve each chemical before adding the
next one.
'
.
This is the procedure: Immerse the neg~tives in_ the above mixture. ·
Drain and immerse in the A-10 activator solution for 30 seconds. Drain
again and place the film into the Chrome Alum solution for one full
minute, then place the film in the stabilization solution for one full
minute. Please note that there should be constant agitation in all the four
steps with the temperature of the solutions at 68 degrees F. After the
last bath in the stabilizer; turn on the lights and wash the film in running
water. And there you have it, a bunch of wet, and hopefully developed
negatives in less than five minutes.
As I have stated, ·this method is only intended for the rush print job
that only happens once in a blue moon and should be treated as a maybe
yes, maybe no venture. But if you're willing to live with the risks, you
just might put Polaroid out ' of business.
John Bainl

Nicholson Pavilion
8: 15 - 10 pm JAZZ NITE Hertz
Auditorium
SATU~DAY, DEC. 6
8 am - 4 pm Law School Admission __
Test Black 107
_
8 am - 4 pm Teacher Ed. Make-up
Black 106
10 - 11 am Uncle Remus Tales
Threepenny Playhouse
11 am - 10 pm S.I.M.S. SUB
206-208
1 - 2 pm Uncle Remus Tales
Threepenny Playhouse

DECEMRER 10

an ASC Production

It's the
Plus

This

Outstanding Co-Hit

~tz /Mattel Productions presents

'

where the lilies bloom

Unded Artists

The VILLAGE

OPEN6:45 925-4598
....- - - - - - - - · • PLAYS THRU TUE.
Sho"!~ Each Night At 7:00 & .8:50

,_

'\o~~~f:m11>y'·

THRU

SUN.

DECEMBER

10-14TH

Dustin Hoffman
"Lenny"Bob Fosse
A
.
Film '.

m Un~ted Artists

'E ND OF THE QUARTER ·
SO BOOGIE
·~

j

with the OVERNIGHTERS
Saturday Dec. 6
from 9-12 in the SUB
Small Ballroom

\tout

WED.

1:30 -·3 pm Soccer - CWSC vs St.
Martins Here
1:30 - 3 pm Soccer - CWSC vs
Whitman Here
7:30 - 8:30 pm Uncle Remus Tales
Threepenny Playhouse
7:30 - 8:30 pm Basketball - CWSC
vs St. Martins Here
8 pm - 12 am Square Dancer's
Christmas Dance SUB Ballroom
SUNDAY. D-EC. 7
1:30 - 2:30 pm Uncle Remus Tales
Threepenny Playhouse
1:30 - 3 pm Soccer Here

just $1.50 singles or
$2.50 couples
Let's get down!

.e
. There isn't a tremendous amount going on this
weekend which shouldn't worry you for, even if you aren't going to do
the ultimate and actually study for next week's tests, the profession of a
student demands that you spend a certain amount of time at least
thinking about it.
Most of the good stuff seems to happen before the weekend, especially
the Ware Fare which began yesterday and runs today and tomorrow in
the SUB. Entertainment planned includes madrigal singing and mimers.
Goods on sale include pottery, paintings, baked goods and foreign foods,
clothes, woodwork, roachclips, original photography, and plants. Some
of the stuff in the past has been pretty tacky, or at least what you'd
expect to find in a downtown chain store. Even so, what I think is neat
about Ware Fares is that all the stuff is in the SUB where you can look
at it between classes instead of going downtown.
At past Ware Fares, I have purchased any number of motley gift
items with which to dismay, appall and irritate unsuspecting friends and
reliatives who are thus confirmed in their opinion that my taste is none
the best. This year, I hope no one will spoil this fool's paradise by
mentioning, as someone did last year, by mentioning that I could have
gotten my Mexican flour shirt cheaper at Zittings. Even if you are a ·
more aware consumer than I, I hope you'll enjoy this year's Ware Fare.
If, however, you've exhausted your interest in crafts by today you
mig4t go see The Sting in the SUB theater. Showings are at 3, 7, and 9
pm and the admission price is $1. The Sting is a period piece done with
feeling, it features fine performances by Paul Newman and, in a part
he's suited for, Robert Redford. If you haven't seen it before please do so
3 - 5 pm Choral & Orchestra
Christmas Performance McConnell Auditorium
5 - 7 pm SPADES Pool Party
Nicholson Pavilion
6 - 8:30 pm S.I.M.S. G:i:upe
8:30 - 10 pm NORAD BAND
McConnell Auditorium
MONDAY, DEC. 8
12:45 - 2:45 pm Susan Dange SUB

209

1 - 3 pm V.P. Advisory Council
SUB - Kachees (103)
7 - 10 pm Women's Awareness
Rap Group SUB 210
8 - 10 pm Madrigal Christmas
Concert Hertz 100
8:30 - 10:30 pm "One Flew Over
the Cuckoo's Nest" Threepenny
Playhouse

B
&

L

but don't let anyone tell you the movie's nifty trick ending.
For another dollar you can go to the Jazz night tomorrow night at 8: 15
in Hertz auditorium. Since Jazz nights have proven so popular in the
past it's too bad this one is scheduled for Hertz because its limited
seating capacity may mean that people who would like to go will get
turned away.
For free and for today only you can visit the exhibit of Chinese
Calligraphy on display in SUB 209 from 11 am to 8 pm.
Besides The Sting the ASC is also sponsoring a dance Saturday night
at 9 pm in the SUB Ballroom. Tickets cost $1.50 for singles and $2.50 for
couples. The policy of a reduced rate for couples seems more
discriminatory every time I think about it. Perhaps students who live in
the dorms, the people who mainly go into the dances, could exert
pressure if this policy also offends their sense of fair play.
The Political Science club holds its annual fall quarter faculty-student
coffee ("Mad Tea Party") today from 2:30 to 4:30 in Sam's Place. Usha G.
Mahanjani, Professor of Political Science, will speak on the International
Women's Conferenceshe attended last October in Berlin.
If you feel embarrassed going alone, kidnap some winsome tots and go
see the puppetry's class production of ThreeSifokand Sassy T8;1es from
Uncle Remus tonight and tomorrow night at 7:30 in the SUB Ballroom.
Also matinees and evening shows this weekend and all for free.
One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest, directed by drama student Paul
O'Connor will play Monday through Wednesday next week in the
Threepenny Playhouse in Barge Hall. Curtain time is at 8:30 pm and it's
also free.
Jane Snvder

TUESDAY,DEC.9
Parking & Traffic
Committee SUB 105 (Swauk)
6 - 7 pm Fencing Club Nicholson

9 - 10:30 am

203
9-10:30 pm Play: "One Flew Over

The Cuckoo's Nest" Threepenny

For
Sale:
Lafayette
Stereo-Amplifier
12 watts RMS per channel
Syhthesied 4 channel
Like new--warranty good
$60.00

Call 963-3056 - evenin s

Put vourself
ontbemap.

Taco Time
Good Luck
on Finals
remember ••••
we deliver

Merry X-mas Holidays
call us ...

In the Plaza

925-4000

That's another way of saying ... become a navigator in the Air Force. It's a
responsible job with a challenging future.
Think you're interested? Why not sample the Air Force ways by en·rolling in Air Force ROTC in colfege?
There are scholarships available. 4-year, 3-year, or 2-year. There's also a
monthly allowance of $100. And more important ... you'll get the feel of the Air Force
and an indication of what's to come.
Chart your course to the future .... Atthe end is a rewarding, challenging job as
an Air Force navigator. And the checkpoints leading to that end are "proven benefits" and "educational opportunities."

Pat It all together In Air Force ROTC.

catalog
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Heckart speaks on revolutionary

medal upon her graduation from
high school," Heckart said.
Beverly Heckart, Associate
After graduation her continued
Professor of History at Central, · political activity threatened her
.. spoke in an address sponsored by with arrest and she escaped to
the History honorary, Phi Alpha Switzerland. "At the time, SwitzTheta, on Rosa Luxemburg, a erland was one of the few places in
German socialist assasinated dur- the world where women were
ing the German Revolution. Heck- admitted to universities on an
art. who said that Luxemburg equal basis with men" Heckart
offered "a third alternative to the said. Luxemburg studied economreformist social democracy of the ics and public law at the university
West and the Bolshevik Commu- of Zurich and completed her
nism of Soviet Russia, became doctoral dissertation The Indusinterested in Luxemburg while trial Development of Pol&Qd in
working on a book about the 1897. She also continued her
politics of pre-World War I Ger- political activities and began an
many: From Bassermann to Behel. affair with fellow revolutionary
Rosa Luxemburg, the daughter Leo Jogiches that was to last for
of middle-class Jews, was born in fifteen years.
1871 in Russian Poland."She was a
She also became known to
gifted student, especially in her German Socialists, which was the
use of languages," Heckart said. largest labor party in the late 19th
She became interested in politics century and Luxemburg believed
as a young girl. "Her own express- that "active participation in the
ion of opposition to the authorities German party would enhance the
eprived her of a deserved gold effectiveness of her political writ-

By Jane Snyder

CHINESE CALLIGRAPHY
EXHIBITION
The Asian Studies Program at
Central has scheduled a Chinese
Calligraphy Exhibition for the fall
quarter of this year. It will be held
Thursday, Dec. 4 from 10 am to 8
pm in SUB 209. Students and
members of Central's faculty,
administrators and staff are invited to participate with some of
your works. If you wish to send
work for exhibit, please contact
Yang Ho-chin at Barge 401, or call
963-3678. The exhibition will be
free of charge.
TEACHING OPPORTUNITIES
IN AUSTRALIA
Recruiters for the Victoria
Australia Teacher Selection pro-·
gram are interviewing at selected
Washington universities and colleges on December 1 through 6.
Stop by the Career Planning and

Placement Center Barge 105, for
information on specific colleges
and dates.

SUMMER JOBS WITH THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
"Summer Jobs," the annual
announcement of opportunities in
the Federal Government published by the U.S. Civil Service
Commission, has just arrived in
the Career Planning and Placement Center.
There are thousands of opportunities in Federal agencies
throughout the country; there is
also keen competition for the
available jobs. There are jobs for
all majors; skill levels required
and pay range from GS-1 to GS-11.
Some jobs require the Summer
Employment Examination. Deadline for applying for the first exam
is December 12; for the second
exam, January 16.

For job information booklets,
come to the Career Planning and
Placement Cent~r. Barge 105. It is
recommended that you apply early
for maximum consideration.

TEACHER EDUCATION
SPEECH AND HEARING TESTS
Teacher Education Speech and
Hearing Make-up Tests will be
given December 5 in Edison 202F
from 8 am to 1 pm and 2 pm to 4:30
pm.
PLACEMENT REGISTRATION
AND JOB NOTIFICATION
The Career Planning and Placement ~enter wishes to encourage
all semors who are graduating in
December, or who will be doing
student teaching, field studies or
internships during winter quarter,
to set up their placement files
befo.re they leave campus. Registration papers may be picked up at
_Ba~~e 105.

December graduates who pave
already registered with the placement Center, and will be leaving
Ellensburg, should come in and fill
out mailing cards if they wish to be
notified of positions.

COMMUNITY ART GALLERY
SHOW
The Community Art Gallery,
408. 1/2 ~· Pearl, upstairs, is
havmg the1r 8th Annual Christmas Show and Sale. Special hours:
Noon to 5 pm Monday through
Saturday, December 24.
PSA
The PSA is holding a "Mad Tea
Party" for students to meet with
the Political Science professors.
Dr. Mahajani will speak on her
experiences at the International
W:omen's Conference. The metting
will be held at Sam's Place in the
SUB Cafeteria at 2:30-4:30 pm
today.

raw1aa-r. ...
DECEMBER 4, 1975 FROM 6:00 p.m. UNTIL 9:00 p.m.

JAZZ NIGHT
Featuring Stage Band I. Stage
Band II, and the Jazz Choir in
Hertz Auditorium on Friday, Dec.
5 at 8:15 pm. Admission is $1.
KAPPA DELTA PI
Kappa Delta Pi will be having
its December meeting on Dec. 4 in
Black 206 at 7 pm. Anyone
interested in finding out about the
Education Honor Society is welcome to attend. Following the
business meeting, the group will
attend a dress rehearsal of an
upcoming puppet show.
FEDERAL CAREERS DAY
which has become an annuai event
at Central, will be held at the
Career Planning and Placement
Center on January 15, 1976. Mark
this date on your calender and plan
to attend if you are interested in
ip.formation.

ing and activity." In order to
become a German citizen and
avoid deportation for radicalism,
Luxemburg married a German
citizen and then divorced him.
In 1905, she went to Poland to
participate in the Russian Revolution, which by then was all but
supressed. She was arrested in
Warsaw but later applied the
lessons learned in Poland in her
pamphlet Mass Strike, Party and ·Trade-Unions which espoused the
idea of mass strikes as a tool for
revolution.
Luxemburg believed that the
party's function should be an
educational one. "According to
Rosa Luxemburg," Heckart said,
"the party should avoid centralization and allow more spontaneity on
the part of its members. If
leadership had performed its educational function correctly, when
spontaneous revolution occurred,
leadership would consist merely in
the coordination and gentle guid-

ance of the movement.
Luxemburg became increasingly ideologically isolated from the
party. In 1907, she began to teach
in a party school designed to train
party and union leaders. At the
same time, she became almost
obsessed with the link between
imperialism and war. In 1913, she
was arrested for her anti-military
statements. She was in jail during
most of World War I but continued
her political activities and joined
the Sparticists, a group of anti-war
radicals opposed to the support
the Social Democrats gave to the
war.
In 1918, revolution broke out in
Germany because of oppressive
government and economic deprivation.
Released
from
prison, Luxemburg immediately
went to work on The Red Flag, the
party newspaper. "Rosa Luxemburg and the Sparticists determined to create a more profound
revolution than the provisional

government of majority and independent socialists desired." Heckart said. The leader of the provisional government secretly promiseq the German army. in exchange
for support, that no changes would
be made in the army. "There were
no efforts to make substantial
changes in the existing economic,
social or political structure."
In 1919, the Spartacists and
other radical groups staged an
insurrection which Luxemburg at
first opposed by in which she
eventually participated. She continued to write and kept moving to
escape arrest. On January 15, she
was arrested and taken to the
headquarters of a volunteer group
formed to fight the revolutionaries, where she was beateri1
interrogated, and finally, sent in a
car to a Berlin prison. During the
trip she was shot in the head and
dumped into a Berlin canal. Her
body washed up against the canal
rocks in May of 1919.
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FREE COFFEE AND HOT CHOCOLATE

-25¢ BALL PARK HOT DOGS IN THE SUB CAFETERIA

A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE: "THE STING"
IN THE SUB THEATER

FREE FILMS

INCREDIBLE ARTWORK, JEWELRY, & HANDCRAFTS
AT THE "WAREFARE"

A SPECIAL SALE AT THE COLLEGE STORE
10% OFF ON EVERYTHING!!!!
FREE POOL, SNOOKER, AND PING-PONG IN THE
GAMES ROOM

LIVE MUSIC IN THE "PIT"

THE FOLLOWING OFFICES WILL BE OPEN AND STAFFED TO SHOW YOU
AROUND AND ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE:
THE RENTAL SHOP
THE SUB MAIN OFFICE
OUTDOOR PROGRAMS
RECREATION OFFICE
KCWS
ACADEMIC ADVISEMENT
CAMPUS CRIER
ASC - BOC OFFICES
CONFERENCES AND FACILITIES SCHEDULING OFFICE

CAMPUI CRIER

THIRTEEN

The second generation is here.
Hewlett-PackardS newest calculators
make uncompromising Christmas gifts.
Especially when you're on the receiving end.
One of our second generation calculators can save you
countless hours and errors en route to your diploma and
on the job thereafter. Each offers problem-solving technology you probably won't find on competitive calculators
for years to come, if ever.

New low price.
HP-21 Scientific,
$100.00!:.

.

The HP-21 makes short work of the technical calculations even so-called "non-technical" courses require today.
It performs all arithmetic, log and trig calculations automatically. It's also the only calculator at its price that offers
full display formatting: you can choose between fixed decimal and scientific notation.
If you need a calculator that does more than simple
arithmetic, this is it-especially at its new, just-in-time-for
Christmas price.

New.

HP-22 Business Management,
$165.00*.
The HP-22 takes the starch out of the calculations you
face in business courses today, 'in management tomorrow.
You can solve most time-value-of-money problems in seconds. You can breeze through business math calculations
(logs, roots, %s, etc.). And, most important, you can use
the HP-22's statistical functions to build existing data into
more reliable forecasts. No other calculator at any price
offers you a comparable combination of financial, math
and stat capabilities.

New.
HP-25 Scientific Programmable,
$195.0()*.
Our HP-25 does everything our HP-21 can do-and
much, much more. It's programmable, which means it can
solve automatically the countless repetitive problems every
science and engineering student faces. With an HP-25,
you enter the keystrokes necessary to solve a repetitive
problem only once. Thereafter, you just enter the variables
and press the Run/Stop key for an almost instant answer
accurate to 10 digits. You gain time, precision, flexibility.
All three offer you HP's efficient RPN logic system that
cuts keystrokes and scratch pads. All three are easy to
use (e.g., the HP-25 requires no prior programming
experience). ·
And all three are almost certainly on display at your
bookstore.** Test them. Choose yours. Then drop a subtle
hint to someone who doesn't know what to get you for
Christmas. Such as mailing them a brochure.

s

HEWLETT

PACKARD

Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries.
Dept. 6580, 19310 Pruneridge Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014
*Suggested retail price, excluding applicable state and local taxes-Continental U.S., Alaska & Hawaii.
**If not, call 800-5 38-7922 (in Calif. 800-662-9862) for the name of a dealer near you.
615/26

Prof
remarks

on trip to
Ethiopia
Paul Leroy, an associate professor of history at Central, returned
this fall from a year's sabbatical in
Ethiopia where he stayed with an
Ethiopian family during last year's
Ethiopian revolution and the formation of the new government.
Leroy, who studied the institution of slavery and its domestic,
social and economic effects in
Africa visited Morroco, Ghana and
Nigeria before going to Ethiopia
where he spent the majority of his
leave.
When Leroy arrived in Africa,
Hailie Selassie had been deposed
as emperor in a coup by the army

generals and was under house
arrest. Hailie Selassie, who had
been emperor since World War I,
died this fall. Leroy characterized
the emperor as internationally
successful. "Hailie Selassie is best
known for his efforts to free
Ethiopia from the Italian Fascist
invasion in 1935," Leroy said. "He .
was ambitious and internationally,
where he was seen as an elder
statesman sort of figure, he was
successful. Domestically, though,
Hailie Selassie was of the old
school of political thought, a product of his own environment and
culture. A culture based on a
feudal, regional structure of government.
Leroy said that Hallie Selassie
hJUI managed to control the diverse elements in the Ethiopian
state by playing rival groups
against each other. For instance,
large land owners against the
army military. "The idea was that
nobody could get far," Leroy said,
adding that this system enabled
Hallie Selassie, the largest landowner in Ethiopia, to build up his
own personal finances, the extent
of which are not yet known.
"What brought on his fall,"
Leroy said, "was the coming of the
famine in the late 60's and early
70's, caused by the drought. Most
people were already living on a
subsistence level. Many farmers
did not own the land they tilled but

had to pay taxes on it anyway."
they soon came to be supported by
Leroy said that Hailie Selassie a mqderate number of midd!~ cla1t~
had, in addition to continuing this and working people. ''The famine
feudal system of government, aroused the discontent of the
introduced
western-inspired masses and the peasantry," Leroy
changes. "The irony of it is that, in said. "lnadverdy, perhaps, th-e
order to make Ethopia strong Arabs contributed to the problem
enought to survive in a modern when they raised the price of oil 10
world he had adopted Western percent adding to the spiraling
techniques including the develop- _inflation."
"The new government now-6e:ment of schools, newspapers, and a
modern army and air force." He gan a definite program to comallowed students to go overseas to pletely transform the socio-ecostudy and encouraged foreign nomic structure of Ethopia," Lefaculty to come to · Ethopia." In roy said. This program included
short he had opened the lid to restricting l~nd -ownership to
people who actually tiled the land,
Pandora's box."
'1'hat was why the revolution redistribution of city property
came," Leroy said. "The emperor ownership, nationalization of all
was insensitive to the real pro- banks, insurance companies and
blems and needs of his country foreign owned industires.
domestically." Leroy said that
Leroy has been at Central since
Ethiopian students were the first 1961. He teaches World Civilizaadvocates of revolution and that tion and African history courses.
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Hovv to spend a fortune in Seattle
by Gayl Curtiss

Going home, perhaps to Seattle
over Christmas and you haven't
the foggiest idea what you are
going to do to keep busy? Well,
may I offer a few suggestions?
First of all, there are a lot of
things to do in Seattle many
natives don't seem to want to do.
Too touristy and all that. Well,
having been born in Seattle, I still
find it a lot of fun to sightsee in
Seattle. One of the most fantastic
views around is looking from Alki
Point across to Seattle late at
night. The city is all aglow with
Christmas lights and the ships in
the harbor usually have lights on
their masts and towers.
Another thing to do for the more
spirited, is to take a walking tour
through the shrinking porno distrkt on First A venue. Since Seattle began to clean up their act, the
First Avenue slum is everdecreasing in size. For a group of
six or more, a walk through some
of the paraphernalia shops can be
interesting. I do not recommend
doing such things in small groups,
because, especially if it is just
women, they may be hassled by
men.
'fhe people who live or hang
around First Avenue are f~scina
ting. In college, we're quick -to
forget many Americans le.ad such
lives and it is a good lesson to all to
be reminded. Camera bugs can be

hasseied because, after all, you are
a stranger and they don't want to
be laughed at or pitied.
Anyway, some of the titles in
porno book shops can take your
imagination to new 'heights' and
t,he 'devices' are, to ~ay the least,
interesting.
However, let me warn you,
those 'device' shops can really be
embarrassing. Don't try such a
venture unless you are prepared
to be shocked.
Remember, there is a lot of
difference between an "X" rated
movie and a porno flick or peep
show. In X rated, its simulated
sex, and in porno, what you see is
what they are doing. It may be in
two's, three's, or four's, with
animals or strange devices and I
.say this to warn you of what you
may get yourself into.
Another fun thing is to go back
to the Seattle Center. I say go
back because a lot of college people
seem to forget the center can be a
place to be entertained very
cheaply. On Thursday's, the Seattle Art Museum has a good show
and seeing it for nothing makes it
hetter.·
The Science Center takes a
whole day and is a marvelous place
to loose yourseH. Even if you
aren't science minded, the Science
Center is interesting and you may
not have been there for a while
and haven't seen their latest
exhibits.
At Volunteer Park, there is a lot

SHARE THE RIDE
WITH US THIS
CHRISTMAS
AND GET ON
TO AGOOD THING.

to do. First ot all, for a buck you
can see the current art show.
Afterwards, walk down the blockto the inside gardens and walk
through and see the beautiful
plants and Dowers. This time of .
year, poinsettas are featured, and
if that sounds a little dull, try it
anyway because they are truly.
beautiful.
The advertisements by the
Washington State Ferry System
calls the ride on a ferry the biggest
ride in the state, or something like
that. Anyway, a ride to Bremerton
'is" 'a '"nice' way- tO spend- "tile
afternoon. Take a lunch, a book or
a friend, and ride the waves. H you
leave your car behind, it's cheap
and beautiful. Another nice, but
quicker trip, is to ride the ferry to
Vashon.
Vashon is an Island amazingly
close to Seattle that surprisingly
few Seattleites visit. It is a nice
place to visit and maybe you
should try it.....
Nightlife in Seattle is a gas, and
there 1.s a lot to do for people of
every taste.
First of all, the best spots in
Seattle cater to those who are over
twenty-one. It's a hard thing to
face, but money is made in booze.
There are several types of
places to go for a good time if you
want to drink.
Pioneer Square has some good
places to oiler. The Merchant's
Cafe is the best known, but it has
lost a lot of its charm since Pioneer
Square became so commercialized.
Across the street, the Banque
usually oilers a mello jazz, and the
atmosphere is pleasant. Both
places are frequented by young
well-dressed seattlelites.
Down a block from Merchant's,
is the J and M Card Room and Bar.
I don't know if there is a card
room, but the atmosphere is

interesting and · a young, quiet
crowd is generally there. If you
have a chance, sit at the bar and
try and shoot a mug of beer the full
length.
Behind the Merchant's Cafe, is
Sheely Leg's, one of the best
known gay bars in Seattle. Without a doubt, it is one of the best
places in Seattle to dance . . However, it is strictly a gay scene and
if you aren't interested in that, or
are low on tolerance, don't bother
going. If you're straight and can
handle it, it really is a gas to dance
there.
Uptown, if you're feeling like
putting on the dog, bar hopping in
the finer hotels can be interesting.
The top of the Hilton has an
unusual view of Seattle looking
over the freeway. In a strange
way, it is really quite beautiful.
The Olympic Hotel has three or
four lounges, and they are sort of 1
fun, too. The Piccadilly Corner at :
the Olympic sells yards of beer'
but the entertainment is too much
for my taste. It's generally a
sing-a-long type and the crowd is
usually middle-aged.
At the Washington Plaza, you
have several rooms to enjoy. The
Library room is the one you can
see from the street with the huge
chandeliers. With the deep, soft
leather chairs in the magnificent
room, it is a nice place to begin the
evening because parking is generally convenient. The Oak and
Westlake rooms usually have entertainment, and the atmosphere
is usually monetarily rich. It's an·
easy place to meet people from
out-of-town and a generally nice
place.
At Shilshole Bay there are
several places to spend the
evening boo_gieing and eatin.g. The
Golden Tides has a cover, but the
bands are usually very good.

Drinks there are expensive with
everything costing more than a
dollar. Ray's Boat House, next
door, has great dining and reservations are usually needed. A friend
highly recommends the escargot
as an appetizer, but to me no
matter how you say it, snails just
don't do it for me.
H you want to spend a little
money, then an evening at the
Mirabeau is marvelous. It is one of
the few restaurants in Seattle with
a national reputation for aoocl
food.
Boondock's, Sundecker's, and
Greenthumbs on Broadway is a
very nice place to have drinks and
dinner. ·The food isn't out of this
world, but it certainly isn't bad
and the variety of people that go
there makes up for the food. The
crowd is generally young, intelligent nouveau-riche. If you don't
like hearing about someone else's
trip to the Bahamas, then don't
bother- -fo -stop · ~ Bo~~dock's.
However, if you stop, ask for a
menu and sample their house
drinks, Three or four will cost
about $10 but I doubt if you drank
them, you'd really much care for
awhile.
In Bellevue, Benjamin's and
Mad Anthony's are totally enjoyable. The food and drinks are
excellent. I especially recommend
the Coffee Pamela at Benjamin's
and the Chi Chi's at Mad
Anthony's.
Of course, there are somP. great
tavern's in Seattle, too many
really, to mention. Taverns in
Seattle are a lot different from
those here, and it is interesting to
make an on-the-spot comparision.
Movies are always fun, and
there are ways to see them
cheaper. Most of the theaters have
a Sunday matinee. The cost is
usually cut by a dollar or more.
Some of the older, more camp
theaters are cheaper anyway, but
the movies aren't usually as up-todate.
The Guild 45, Harvard Exit, and
the Movie House, along with the
Queen Anne, will give you the best
prices.
I hope this has given you some
new ideas on things to do in a
great city, Seattle.

Us means Greyhound, and a lot of your fellow students
who are already on to a good thing. You leave when you
like. Travel comfortably. Arrive refreshed and on time.
You'H save money, too. over the increased air
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Hollister's
hints for
holiday
safety
A Central student died two
weeks ago from burns he received
in a fire at his residence on North
Walnut.
A 21-year-old Seattle junior died
as a result of what was probably a
poorly installed space heater. The
dead man, Jim Howard, reportedly received second and third
degree burns over nearly 85 per
cent of his body and passed away
in a Seattle Hospital.
Ellensburg fire inspector J. H.
Talerico explained that the cause
of death was rare in that most fire
victims die from smoke inhalation
before the fire even reaches them.
"At this point, we are fairly
certain that the fire started as a
result of a space heater--a wood
and coal stove--being installed too
close to combustible material,''
said Talerico, who noted that ~he
combustible material in this case
was the wooden wall.
Talerico said that "at this point,
both the deputy state fire marshall
and myself feel this was the
cause." He explained that this is
termed improper clearance---less
than eight inches.
"Unfortunately there are quite a
few heaters in the Ellensburg area
of this type," stated Talerico.
"Some of them do meet the
requirements, but there are very
many that simply are not safe.
Many are installed without inspec-

tion.
" The trouble is that these space
heaters burn extremly hot and can
easily ignite a flame when they are

placed too close to the wall," he
warned.
He affirmed that people should
realize that the requirements laid
down by the fire department
regulating such things as electrical
equipment and heating ~quipment
are for the good of the people.
"The standards we set are only
for the protection of the people. In
order to be safe, people should pay
more attention to the regulations
we hold," Talerico commented.
Continuing, Talerico offered
some suggestions related to the
mid-November tragedy and also to
the upcoming Christmas season.
The Crier offers some safety
suggestions from the Ellensburg
fire department and from Central
Housing Director Jim Hollister.
"In case you are in a room and
vou become aware of a fire which
probably won't allow you safe
escape, get down as close to the
floor as possible," Talerico advised, "the floor is the last place the
flames and smoke reach."
He said that a person in this
circumstance might first check the
seriousness of the fire by placing
their hand on the door (such as in
the bedroom). If it is too hot, this
means that the fire is probably
worse on the other side of the
door.
"Escape through a window is
usually the best method if the fire
is too extensive," he noted and
exclaimed, "the fire department
should almost always be contacted
even if the fire is apparently not
out of immediate control."
In giving cautions to be used
around Christmas lights, Talerico
first stated that artificial trees are
better than real trees. "The artifi.:
cial tree~. which are fire retardant,
are much safer than regular trees."
He said that if real trees are
used, the lights should be ehecked
for bare wires and improper
connections. "The lights should be
kept away from the foliage of the
trees. The tree should be kept
outside until ready for use and
should be set in a solution of water
and sugar."
Talerico also said that the tree
should be re-cut at the base after
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purchase. The cut should be made
at an angle because the original
cut at the base will h.a rden and
become more easily combustible.
Trees dry out very fast if they
are placed near the heating
system. Talerico affirmed that
only decorations which are fire
retardant should be used with the
trees and "no candles."
He noted that a screen should be
placed to cover the open end of a _
fireplace and "the tree certainly
should not be set too near a
fireplace."
Jim Hollister, Central housing
director, offered suggestions relating to students living in the dorms
and other on-campus residences.
"Last year, we had a couple of
small fires that did little damage
and we've had one on-campus fire
this year." Hollister said this was a
grease fire in one of the college
duplexes.
He explained that this type of
fire spreads very quicly and
creates much smoke. "Luckily,
they aren't usually as dangerous
because people are aware of them
sooner than another type of fire.
"There is no such thing as a
fire-proof house. Most housing
has quite a bit of wood and even
those that don't have quite a bit of
wooden articles inside of them."
Hollister affirmed.
Candles are extremely dangerous items and Hollister related one
story of an incident last year that
could have been much more serious:
"A student had a candle burning
on the shelf above his bed. The
student left for a few minutes and
the candle burnt too near its base
and tipped over, apparently igniting some after shave lotion.
"The fire, though fairly small,
scorched everything and generated a large amount of smoke. It had
burnt quickly but was contained
because it occurr.ed during the day • . Crier
and not in the early morning when
it probably wold have gone undiscovered,'' Hollister stated.
He noted that fires in duplexes
are very dangerous because "if one
duplex catches, danger to another
is great."
By Clint Robbins
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Also, Money Saver Pharmacy
closed Sundays

925-3133

Christmas Season
in Ellensburg
The stores have been decked with holly, and
Christmas trees fill the windows, while children young
and old are absorbed by the wonders of the season.
It is Christmas in Ellensburg.
The wonder of holiday magic fills the air as shoppers
start filling the orders for Santa Claus to deliver.
There is suddenly so much to do and so little time to do
it. There are gifts to buy, wrap, hide and ultimately
give. Businesses urge you to shop early and save.
There are decorations to hang and goodies to bake.
The mailman wants packages and cards mailed early.
Yet Christmas is a time for slowing down, a time for
saying "Merry Christmas, Happy Holidays" and really
meaning it. It is a time to watch little children
mesmerized by a single Christmas decoration. Or to
see them awe-struck by the jolly old nian in red.
The next time you are downtown let the Christmas
magic capture yeu. It will, you know.
Walk down the streets, look at the windows. Many
people spent a lot of time decorating them. Take time
to do ~ome window shopping for yourself. What would
you like most for Christmas? Make a mental list for
Santa.
Don't look at other shoppers as just objects blocking
your way. Try a smile or say "Hi."
Buy a candy cane. How long ago was it that you
were child enough to eat one of the sticky delights
while walking- down the street. _
Catch snowflakes with your tongue. If you are bold
enough why not make snow angels. After all, it is
Christmas.
Drop some change in the Salvation Army bucket.
Feel good about helping to spread some of the
Christmas magic.
See Christmas at the Kittitas County Museum.
They are featuring a display of over 200 Santa Dolls
from around the world. Members of the Kittitas
Historical Society have made decorations to sell which
range in price from 10 cents - $2. The museum is open
Monday - Saturday from 1 - 5 pm.
Ellensburg is dressed in holiday style and Christmas
fills the air. Let Christmas fill your life too.
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sports
'Cats begin
season

Women's fieldhockey
survives a few knocks

By Doug Heimbignei:

With two exhibition contests
1.1nder their belt, the 1976 edition
of the Wildcat basketball team will
begin the regular season Saturday ,
night, as they take on St. Martins
college here. Tip-off time is 7:30
pm at Nicholson Pavilion.
The 'Cats will be looking to
repeat their fine performance of
last season when they accumulated a fine 23-6 win-loss record
and captured E!vCo and District 1
championships.
Favored again this year to take
the EvCo · championship, Coach
Dean Nicholson's Wildcats will
have a strong nucleus of five
returnees from the 1974-75 squad.
Adding to the team's experience
~ ;'.:::~ E ·
···'~
will be a number of prospectful
Byron Ang-el-dr-iv_e_s-down the lane for an ea~y bucket as Dave Oliver [43]
transfers and some of last year's
waits by anxiously. Photo by Brian Bond and Doug Heimbigner
JV players.
Leading the 1975-76 Wildcats,
junior transfer Dave Oliver who varsity last year.
Last week the Central cagers
will be 6'5" junior forward Les
stands 6'6".
_
Wyatt, who garnered All-ConferGreg McDaniel, a 6'1" senior and were victorious against a very
ence, All-District, and honorable
6'3" junior Jim Johnson will mix tough alumni squad. The 'Cats
meption All-American honors last
speed with consistency to form eeked out a slim 91-89 overtime
season.
Central's backcourt.
Battling victory. Byron Angel put in 20
Up front the 'Cats's will mainthose two for starting berths will points to take scoring honors as
tain board strength in the form of
be Charles Wilson, a 6'2" junior Les Wyatt added 15 to the winning
pivot man Byron Angel who
who shows real court agressive- cause.
This Saturday the 'Cats will do
towers at 6'10". Angel should
ness and junior transfer Andy
battle with St. Martins' in the first
prove to be "much improved"
Gooden who goes at 6'3 1/2".
according to Nicholson and will
Among other promising players regular season game. The 'Cats
show more strength and more
are Stan Morris a junior transfer defeated St. Martins in both
aggressiveness.
and sophomore transfer Randy contests last year, winning early in
Another front line man who
Sheriff and junior Phil Cline who the· season by a score of 72-68 and
played for the Wildcat junior later blasted them 100-73.
~hould see considerable action is
The 'Cats dominated Tuesday's
game against Tacoma Plywood,
taking it by a score of 106-75. Andy
Gooden was high point for Central
putting in 16 points. Stan Morris
tota.led another 13. Les Wyatt was
tough on the boards as he grabbed
14 rebounds.

.

.

. by Vicki Sililp90n

The women's field hockey team
at Central tied U of Oregon 1-1,
Oregon State University 0-0, and
lost to University of British Columbia 1-0 and Western 2-0 in the
Northwest Conference at PLU two
weeks ago.
Linda Ricker, right outside forward scored the goal for Central in
the game aginst U of Oregon.
"This was the best game we
played all season," said Dr. Jean
Putnam. "It was a beautiful game
to watch with the play very open
and passing combinations very
effective.
"I felt we played a better game
than Oregon did in terms of our
team work, but we had some near
misses in the goal cage."
In the game against OSU the
field conditions did not allow
either team to play ·11
"The field was bumpy and
muddy and did not allow the ball to
roll smoothly," replied 'Putnam.
"OSU plays a physically strong,
aggressive game and we had some
problems containing their hard
drives."
"We played as well as we could
have played and there was no
scoring threat."
Against U of British Columbia,
Central was constantly playing in
a mudhole with the ball frequently
disappearing in large mudholes.
"UBC had a good team and we
outplayed them the first half," said
Putnam. "We couldn't find a good
scoring combination.
"In the second half, we had to
resort to lifting and pushing, but
we could not get the ball in the
cage.
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In the game against Western,
the score was 0-0 at halftime with
Western scoring their two· goals in
the first 10 minutes of the second
half.
"Western is another hard hitting aggressive team," said Putnam. "We had trouble with our
ability to control the hard drives
that Western uses.
"Our defense couldn't quite stay
with it and the forwards couldri1t
get the ball into the goal cage.
"We probably played the best
four tournament games that we
have played in a number of years
against the strongest opponents
that we have played against in
quite awhile," Putnam said.

Players
honored
Four Central football players
were recently selected as All-Conference following the completion of
the 1975 season. Selected as
All-EvCo are tight end, Mike
Halpin, linebacker, Steve Shaw,
guard Keith Shultz, and quarterback Terry Wick. All four are
seniors this year.
Halpin, who was chosen All-Conference last season, was ranked·
seventh in the conference in pass
receiving. Linebacker Shaw was
an All-EvCo performer last year.
Quarterback Wick placed second
in the conference in passing in
final league stats.
Central players honored for
their performance by the team at
the completion of the season are:
Mike Halpin, Honorary team captain; Keith Shutz Best Blocker
Award; Rick Harris Best Tackler;
Neal White Inspirational award
and Brian Maine, Outstanding
Freshman.

Central
shuts out
Whitman
The soccer team will end their
season with a game against WSU
next weekend. This is the big
play-off for second place in the
league.
Two weekends ago, t he team
played Whitman here and shut
them out 3-0. This was Central's
first shut-out and Coach Tooey
Rose comments that "it was a
super game." Tim Crawley,. Mike
Corby and Rose each scored goals
in this game.
They also played Whitworth
here and beat them 3-2. Tom
Crawley scored two goals and
Carey Davison booted the other
one in. This was the first game
that they played in the snow.

Sweat Hogs capture
· touch football crown .
'~

The l.S.P. Men's Touch-Football Championship game was held Nov. 14
at Nicholson Pavillion. The two teams making it thru to the finals of the
Single Elimination Tournament were the Headjobbers and The Sweat
• Hogs. Approximately 70 spectators witnessed the Sweat Hogs win a
close 8-6 victory. The win kept the Sweat Hogs season record a perfect
9-0, while the Headjobbers were 8-1. Tournament games were played on
the following schedule:
Mountain Fresh vs. Midnight Ramblers; Pokers vs. Geretol Jets; Old
Timers vs. Pizza Place; Bay Area Bombers vs. Space Cowboys.
Winners of these games played: Mountain Fresh vs. Headjobbers;
Pokers vs. Red Bush; Old Timers vs. Sweat Hogs; Space Cowboys vs.
· Snatch.
Winners of these games played: Headjobbers vs. Pokers; Sweat Hogs
vs. Space Cowboys.
,
Winners on these games were: Headjobbers vs. Sweat Hogs.
The winner of this
game
was the
Sweat
Hogs.
Rogers, Vern Haerling, Larry Nicholson, Rick
Biermann, Scott Nunamaker, Jim Noren, ud Ralph
Straughn.
photo by Mike McCleod

Members of the men's intramural touch football
championship team, the ~weat Hogs, include Ray
Lorton, Greg Huff, John Freeman, Rich Runyon, Pat

Wrestlers ga~ner first at the
Simon Fraser Tournament

Central wrestling action starts during Christmas vacation with the first
varsity meet on Dec. 13 against Eastern in Cheney.

Winter sports
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that was to be held on Dec. 5 has
been cancelled. It was scheduled
later than usual this year. Most of
the alumni wrestlers are coaches
throughout the state and they
have their own wrestling matches
to attend. The first varsity meet
will be held Dec. 13 against
Eastern in Cheney.

~'

To\Jrr1arr~n ~

JANUARY
10 U. of British Columbia
10 Simon Fraser · U.
18 Oregon College
17 U. of Oregon
H a.t ~·sc

20-21

Bob Pierce, 134 lb.; Dan Sloan, 150
lb.; Bill Linthicum, 158 lb.; Tony
Ledbetter and at heavyweight;
Mike Wilson.
Keith McDonel at 118 lb, Art
Green at 142 lb. and Tom Kirkbride at 190 lb. only lost one
match.
The Alumni vs. Varsity meet

FRIENDS

WRESTLING
DECEMBER

13 at Ea...c:;tem

The Central wrestling team won
their first outing of the 1975-16
season. They garnered first at the
Simon Fraser Tournament last
Saturday.
Coach Eric Beardsley said that
he is very pleased. "The guys
looked real good and I was very
impressed."
This meet was held Round
Robin style. The schools represented were Central, Pacific, Oregon College of Education and
Simon Fraser ·U. Central won all
three matches. They beat Pacific
27-15, OCE 48-9 and SFU 46-4.
Wildcat Dan Sloan was chosen
the outstanding wrestler of the
meet. Sloan wrestles at 134 lb.
Wrestlers from Central who
didn't lose a match were: 126 lb.;

For free'information, write to:
DRUNK DRIVER, Box 2345
Rockville, Maryland 20852
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The Seattle Seahawks: coming
soon to a stadium near you I
' by Troy Monholland
What does the newest addition
to the Northwest, the Seattle
Seahawks, mean to us avid, and up
to now, neglected football fans? To
us, who spend every free moment
glued to the gridirons, the Seahawks represent our salvation!
For years, we've had to identify
with teams miles away. Many of us
have never seen a pro game, let
alone a chance to see our "home"
team play. Now we are but 100
miles from our new "home" team
~ and <'Ur first pro touchdown.
We · in the. Northwest can do
" without those awful exhibition
games that often find the stars
sitting on the sidelines trying to
keep from being injured. How
good the Seahawks will be is
unknown but you can bet that
from now on an appearance in
Seattle will mean more than bench
warming.
For years, California schools
have sent their scouts out to rape
the Northwest, looking only to
recruit the cream of the crop. Then
they return each fall to punch our
teams senseless. To add insult to
injury, we have to put up with the
yearly rumor of a possible break of
California teams from the Pacific
Athletic Conference, due to the
weakness of the Northern division.
Just th-e-·presence of the Seaha wks will sway and delay some ·
decisions to go South for fame and
fortune. The temptation of reaching the pinnacle of success in your
, profession and yet stay home, is
just too great. Possibly some
Californians that are not O.J.
Simpson and Ricky Bell, will take a
long look North.
The quality of football in the
Northwest, on every level from
high school to state universities,
· will start to show signs of improvement within a few years. One of
the first signs to be looking for will
be an increase in the numbers
turning out for the sport.
Now, the presence of the Seahawks alone will not be enough!
The secret of success will be in
establishing a good sound scouting
system. The system must resemble a dragnet and cover Washington, Alaska, Montana, Idaho,
and Oregon. Every coach, regard-

less of what level, must have
access to someone within the
Seahawk organization. Total cooperation must be stressed!
_Since the Seahawks will have a
rough go financially for the first
few years, steps should be taken to
minimize the loss. Fielding a team
that is spotted with local talent
wouldn't hurt the gate receipts.
What would hurt would be to draft
a Roman Gabriel and his outrageous price tag over a Sonny
Sixkiller.

Once the Seahawks get -established, coaches of every level
should take steps to standardize
offensive and defensive alignments. This would allow players to
spend their entire college career
working on finesse and execution.
.Well, I've rambled on long
enough. If you find this hard to
believe, just close your eyes and
concentrate. You might just visualize a Seahawk team loaded with
local talent, holding what? A cup?
Super ..... What?
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15-5 and 15-9 and lost to Southern
Oregon 15-8, 8-15, 6-15; Portland
State 10-15, 7-15; Oregon Collesre
of Education 6-15, 15-10, and 3-15
and WSU 9-15 and 13-15.
In earlier action, the junior
varsity team defeated Eastern
15-7, 8-15 and 15-2; Spokane Falls
CC 15-2, 15-9 and lost to Blue
Mountain CC 6-15, 1-15 several
weeks ago.

Ski Bindings

for tropica11ish
& aquarium supphes

on \Vilson Creek Road.

Central's women's volleyball
team placed sixth in the National
Qualifying Tournament last weekend.
The tournament was . won by
Portland State with 74 points,
with U of Oregon placing second
with 62 points to represent the
Northwest in Nationals.
Oregon College of Education
was third with 43 points followed
hy Eastern Oregon State College
with 37 points, WSU with 16 and
Central with 13 points.
Other schools involved in the
tournament were PLU, U of
Montana, Southern Oregon, UW,
U of Idaho, Western, Eastern and
Montana State.
Central defeated U of Montana
15-3, 5-15, and 15-2; PLU 10-15,
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OVERTON'S
located 2 miles North' of
Old
Vantage Highway
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ASC CARDS ENDING IN 3
Specials
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